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“Rebalance” Brings the Latest Technology and
Capabilities to the 7th Fleet
An Interview with RDML Charlie Williams, USN
Commander, Logistics Group Western Pacific / Commander, Task
Force 74 (CTF 73) / Singapore Area Coordinator
Conducted by CAPT Edward Lundquist, USN (Ret)
What’s important about the Asia-Pacific area of operations (AOR),
and how does your command fit into the “rebalance” to the Pacific, or the so-called “Pacific Pivot.”
Looking strategically at the AOR, the Indo-Asia-Pacific region is on
the rise; it’s become the nexus of the global economy. Almost 60
percent of the world’s GDP comes from the Indo-Asia-Pacific nations, amounting to almost half of global trade, and most of that
commerce runs through the vital shipping lanes of this region.

country we tailor what we bring in CARAT to the needs and capacity
of our partners. Here in Singapore, CARAT Singapore is a robust
varsity-level exercise. It typically features live-fire, surface-to-air
missiles and ASW torpedo exercises and we benefit and gain great
value from these engagements. With other CARAT partner nations, we focus our training on maritime interdiction operations, or
humanitarian assistance and disaster response, and make it more
applicable to the country’s needs and desires. Another exercise
that compliments CARAT, yet
with a very different focus, is
SEACAT (Southeast Asia Cooperation And Training). The
exercise includes the U.S. and
six Southeast Asian nations to
include Singapore, Brunei, Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia,
and Thailand.

Moreover, more than 60
percent of the world’s
population lives in the
Indo-Asia-Pacific region
and many people reside
and make their living in or
near the littorals of these
nations. I would also say
that as a Pacific nation,
the United States and in
It’s essentially a command post
particular, the U.S. Navy,
exercise with a multilateral foenjoys fruitful and enduring
cus, with nations working sidesecurity partnerships with
by-side and flexing their informany countries throughmation sharing abilities with
out the Indo-Asia-Pacific.
tactics and security cooperaAnd here in Singapore, my
tion. CARAT and SEACAT are all
team is fortunate to play a SINGAPORE (May 21, 2015) - Ned Lundquist, a writer attached to the Surface part of our engagement focus,
significant role in enhancing Navy Association, interviews Rear Adm. Charlie Williams, Commander, Task
and along with the DESRON 7
maritime security relation- Force 73, center. U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st
team and LCS forward presships with partner nations Class Jay C. Pugh.
ence, they represent tangible
throughout Southeast Asia.
manifestations of the rebalance
As the Commander of Task Force 73, working directly for Vice Adm. in the Indo-Asia-Pacific. Part of the rebalance is also focused on
Robert Thomas, the 7th Fleet Commander, we focus on Theater bringing the latest technology and greatest capabilities to the 7th
Security Cooperation with all of our partners and allies in South- Fleet, and we are witnessing this throughout the region with the
east and South Asia. Cooperation Afloat Readiness and Training emergence of new naval platforms and modern equipment. Our
(CARAT) is a long-standing bi-lateral exercise series, started almost bilateral and multilateral engagements continue to flourish as we
21 years ago with six countries, and it’s now expanded through enhance relationships and trust with our allies and partners in the
the last several years to include ten countries. We see the broad region. With DESRON 7, and the presence of our LCS, along with the
spectrum of naval capabilities applied to these exercises. For each routine presence in this region of Forward Deployed Navy Forces
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from Japan, we have the right people and platforms in place when
it matters, and where it matters, and this allows us to enhance
our security partnerships with nations throughout Southeast Asia.
How has LCS been received?
LCS has been embraced by our partners in the region. Every nation
that we are operating with wants Fort Worth and LCS to come to
their country and participate in the exercise. Size-wise, crew size,
and capabilities – LCS is a very appropriate ship for engagement
in Southeast Asia.
How does Fort Worth compare to the Freedom deployment?
Freedom was very successful, but she had some engineering reliability challenges that we saw that resulted in her not being able
to make a couple of commitments. I would describe her deployment as a proof-of concept and a first deployment of a new ship
class. We’ve had great collaboration between our “man, train,
and equip” side, as well as the operational elements, examining
together the lessons learned, and going down the list and making
sure that we did not repeat the same mistakes. So Fort Worth’s
deployment now is a great contrast to Freedom’s deployment in
terms of her reliability and readiness. For example, at the beginning of Fort Worth’s 16-month rotational deployment, she left
San Diego for Hawaii, then to Guam and into Jakarta, Indonesia,
before sailing to Singapore. She arrived here on 29 December,
which was the day after the Air Asia flight went down in the Java
Sea. She had a long-planned maintenance period scheduled for 2
January already in place. For quite obvious reasons, we delayed
that maintenance and turned Fort Worth around, than placed a
mobile dive and salvage unit and capability on board Fort Worth,
and she got underway and headed straight to the Java Sea, and in
less than 24 hours was reporting for duty, and ready to conduct
search and rescue operations. It’s a great example of the reliability,
because we were able to delay that maintenance until she came
back almost two weeks later.
Additionally in terms in terms of readiness and presence, when we
commenced the Air Asia operation, we actually had USS Sampson
(DDG 102) here in Singapore, as well, conducting routine operations
in the region. This provided two ships that were here in Singapore,
ready to respond with the right people and the right capabilities,
and we had a full-up, fully capable destroyer squadron that was
able to take command of those two ships and the operation. As a
former DESRON 15 commander myself, in Yokosuka, Japan, I have
a keen appreciation for those times when it would have been
beneficial to have a second DESRON in Southeast Asia able to take
care of something that is geographically far away.
Another notable milestone was Fort Worth’s presence in Northeast
Asia for participation in Exercise Foal Eagle 2015 in Korea and her
bilateral training with the Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force
(JMSDF). This also gave us the opportunity for Fort Worth to conduct routine maintenance in Sasebo, a first for the LCS in Northeast
Asia. This was significant because we expanded the operational
reach of the LCS into Northeast Asia and we were able to see the
full potential that the LCS platform can provide for our allies and
partners across the region. Our goal for Fort Worth’s deployment
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has really been to “normalize” two things: normalize LCS’s presence
in 7th Fleet, and also to normalize how we treat Fort Worth, like any
other 3rd Fleet deployer that comes into 7th Fleet for operations.
And I think it’s been very successful.
What’s the future for LCS deployments here?
Think ahead to 2018 with DESRON 7, and the four LCS ships that are
slated to be rotationally deployed to Singapore. It’s plausible that
we could see two Freedom-class and two Independence-class ships
as deployers. I can envision a time during any month out of the
year where we have one of those ships doing an exercise in South
Asia, perhaps with the Indian Navy or Bangladesh Navy. We would
probably have one of the ships here in Singapore for maintenance.
Additionally, with four ships rotationally deployed to this region, I
think the math works out that we’ll have a crew swap happening
here in Singapore every month. Then perhaps there would be a
third LCS in the South China Sea doing a routine patrol, like the one
Fort Worth just completed, and perhaps a fourth LCS in Northeast
Asia working with either the Japanese Maritime Self Defense Force
(JMSDF), or with the Republic of Korea (ROK).
That’s just a few years from now. Our partners in the region are
aware of these deployments and I think they see it as a positive
development, because we’ve certainly been talking about the fact
that we’re going to have four ships here in the future.
It’s just another demonstration of the presence and commitment
on behalf of the U.S. Navy in the Indo-Asia-Pacific.
How does having a dedicated DESRON help with our engagement
strategy?
There was great work being done through the CARAT vehicle previously, but as we deployed very busy DESRONs from California or
Hawaii, the engagement was a little bit more episodic. But now
that we have a dedicated DESRON in Southeast Asia, we have persistent engagement and relationship building with our partners at
the tactical level, before, during, and after the exercises. So we
now have face-to-face and name-to-name relationships with our
counterparts in all ten partner navies that we work with and those
relationships are paying dividends for us.
We’re building on a foundation?
Yes, I think we have, and it centers on relationships I just spoke
about. The International Maritime and Defense Exhibition here
in Singapore reminds me of the Surface Navy Association Annual
Symposium, where I see friends, colleagues, partners, and counterparts that I’ve worked with. Our relationships in this region
matter and have a big return on investment for our bilateral and
multilateral engagements.
As for the ships, it’s not lost on our partners in the region that
when there’s a challenge, we’re already here. We can help with, or
respond to, or work together with partner navies because we have
the right people and platforms deployed to the region.
When we go to visit places, one of the first questions we get asked
is, “When is LCS coming? We can’t wait to work with it.”
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We’ve had a staff here for a long time, but we haven’t had operators operating from here for a long time?
That brings up the team we have here from the Military Sealift
Command (MSC). MSC has been an important operational enabler
of 7th Fleet operations for a long time and we could not operate
in this vast AOR without their support. Every one of those ships
is still flying the ensign, and out there representing our country
and our Navy. So my focus has been to continue to operationalize
COMLOGWESTPAC and make sure we remain focused on delivering
groceries, fuel, and ordnance,
all vital in sustaining the 7th
Fleet operations throughout
the Indo-Asia-Pacific region.

major install like that on a forward-deployed ship. I think all seven
DDGs in Yokosuka have received the A(V)15 system. If they haven’t,
they certainly are going to.

How about your people? What do you want to say about your
people?
I spent six years serving in 7th Fleet in different positions, focused on
the AOR, including two years as a Chief of Staff with 7th Fleet. When
I came here to COMLOGWESTPAC and CTF 73, I was really impressed
by the dedication of our team.
We have a tremendous focus
on making sure ordnance, fuel
and stores get delivered, and
the maintenance gets done,
The Navy will be deploying
so we can sustain the fleet.
new platforms out here, like
Additionally, our people take
the Mobile Landing Platform
personal pride in building the
(MLP) and Joint High-Speed
relationships with our partner
Vessel (JHSV) eventually, with
Navy counterparts. We have a
their new capabilities?
great regional team here, too.
Pacific Partnership is starting
They’re the backbone of our
this month, and USNS Milmission and enable our suclinocket (JHSV 3) and the hoscess by supporting our service
members and their families.
pital ship USNS Mercy will be
The Commander Navy Instalcoming this way. Pacific Partlations Command (CNIC) team
nership is an event that we’re
going to run here from CTF 73 SINGAPORE (May 21, 2015) - Ned Lundquist, a writer attached to the
has recognized what we’re doand tactically through DESRON Surface Navy Association, interviews Capt. Scott Murdock, Commanding
ing here in Singapore and the
importance of it, by investing
9, and with Millinocket partici- Officer, Navy Region Center Singapore. U.S. Navy photo by Mass
in the facilities throughout
pating, it’s a great opportunity Communication Specialist 1st Class Jay C. Pugh.
the region. We have major
to have the first operational
deployment of JHSV here in 7th Fleet. MLP will be owned and op- renovations ongoing at the Navy Exchange, our All Hands Club,
erated by MSC and when it chops into 7th Fleet,will be under CTF and also at each of our recreational facilities. Our Officers, Sailors,
73 operational control. These ships are another great manifesta- and Civilians here in Singapore represent some of our Navy’s fintion of the rebalance, showcasing our ability to enhance regional est professionals in their respective fields. This is a market-based
partnerships through civil and military cooperation and enhanced system in terms of the slating for junior officers, and they’ve got
mobile capabilities and support at sea.
to be very good to earn a spot here in Singapore. We’ve benefitted very much from having dedicated and professional people
What was your last assignment at the Surface Warfare Directorate performing our missions.
(N96) in the Pentagon?
I was N96C, the head of the weapons and sensors branch.
So a young person looking for orders, or someone with a family, and Singapore is one of choices that the detailer’s dangling
Have you been able to see the fruits of any of the efforts or in- out there, what should they think if Singapore was one of those
vestments that you made in that job, where you were involved options?
with resourcing the requirements, that are now coming out to If I was a young officer or Sailor with a family, let’s say with a couple
you as an operator?
of school-age children, and if they were adventurous at all, I think
As you know, the requirements and the resourcing world is not an Singapore is a fantastic place for them to come. First of all, you get
overnight event. So it’s something that requires a bit of patience to live in one of the most dynamic and exciting countries (and cities)
and continuous effort.
in the world. The ability to bring a couple of school-age children
here and put them into any of the international schools is also a
We’ve seen success from this continued emphasis and focus, wonderful opportunity. There are also fantastic travel opportuniincluding in areas like navigation and ASW. I think we’ve seen im- ties throughout Southeast Asia right at your doorstep. So, if you’re
provements across the board in the ASW world, the multi-function looking for a vibrant cultural experience, in the most operationally
towed array, and the A(V)15 system, that was run from N96. They’re critical and dynamic region for our Navy, I think Singapore is a
doing a great job of getting that system on the right ships at the rewarding place to serve.
right time. It’s not an easy proposition when you’re trying to do a
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“Region on the Rise”
An Interview with CAPT Fred Kacher, USN
Commander, Destroyer Squadron Seven
Conducted by CAPT Edward Lundquist, USN (Ret)
fastest rising and most
Why is the presence
dynamic maritime reof Destroyer Squadron
Seven in Southeast Asia
gion in the world. We’re
important?
the operational integraIt’s a region on the rise.
tor in Southeast Asia
If you look at these counfor LCS to make sure
that that program works
tries, their economies are
well and those ships are
rising, and they are really
doing wonderful things.
embracing the potential
The last component is
of the sea. Simply put,
maintaining our warfthere’s great opportunity
ighting capability and
in the maritime domain
heritage as a sea combat
here. Southeast Asian
commander. We’ve renations are recognizing
tained those “zulu” skill
the importance of marisets, and we exercise
time capability and are
those. We controlled
investing in it, which cries
ships, including a deout for more engagement
stroyer, while executing
and more cooperation
the Air Asia recovery
with the U.S. Navy.
CHITTAGONG, BANGLADESH (Sept. 27, 2014) Capt. Fred Kacher, Commander
mission, and we just reof Destroyer Squadron (DESRON) 7, crosses the brow of the guided-missile frigate
cently came from workWith DESRON 7 shift- BNS Somudra Joy (F-28) during Cooperation Afloat Readiness and Training (CARAT)
ing homeports from San Bangladesh 2014. In its 20th year, CARAT is an annual, bilateral exercise series with the ing with the Bonhomme
Richard ESG where we
Diego to Singapore in U.S. Navy, U.S. Marine Corps and the armed forces of nine partner nations. (U.S. Navy
supported a fully inteDecember 2012, we have photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Jay C. Pugh/Released)
grated battle problem
become the familiar face
during Fleet Synthetic
for our regional partners
and that matters as we develop and strengthen relationships Training with TACTRAGRU Pacific, who conduct strike group-wide
here. Through Cooperation Afloat Readiness and Training (CARAT) battle problems. Senior leaders around the theater are asking us
exercise series, now in its 21st year, DESRON 7 is providing the to participate, and we’re happy to do it because we provide an
consistency required to move the needle both in terms of our additional Sea Combat Commander capability in the region in adrelationships with, and the maritime capability of, many of the dition to DESRON 15 in Yokosuka.
region’s navies. We clearly have some extraordinarily advanced
partners in terms of nations like Singapore and, I think, Indonesia, These missions are meaningful because they allow us to keep
with whom we’re participating in similar exercises as Singapore our war-fighting skills sharp, and for a strike group commander,
in terms of complexity of operation. The recently elected leader we’re there providing that flexibility. Think of us as sort of “have
in Indonesia, President Joko Widodo, has talked about how the capability, will travel” and we’ve done so in support of missions
potential of the maritime domain is so important for Indonesia. and exercises off Korea and Japan, often embarked on destroyers
There’s a recognition of the importance of the maritime system of from within the theater.
trade, the need for us to work together to safeguard that; and the
stability that comes with working together. So it’s an important So those three things—integrating LCS; engaging our partners as
mission that the Golden Arrows of DESRON 7 have taken on since the face of the United States Navy in Southeast Asia; and keeping
our war-fighting skills sharp as a Sea Combat Commander, in conarriving in the region.
tributing to missions off Korea, in Japan, and in our home area of
Southeast Asia—make this a very vibrant and varied command. It’s
What role does Destroyer Squadron Seven play?
We are doing real operational heavy lifting out here. We have been an extraordinary experience with these great, young American
engagement with ten maritime partners in what I believe is the Sailors here and I think we are making a difference.
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You mentioned the opportunities here. There must be
some big challenges, too.
It’s a very dynamic environment. It’s a vast region. This
is an area where we routinely
have to respond to natural
and man-made disasters.
And when there’s a challenge,
now we don’t have to come
from somewhere else –we’re
already here.
Almost all these nations have
economies that are growing, as are their investment
in maritime capacity and
capability. Yet each of these
countries tells a different
story. But what they have in
common is their desire for
more engagement with the
United States and the U.S.
Navy. They want it to grow,
and they look forward to that Singapore (Feb. 17, 2015) Capt. Fred Kacher, Commodore of Destroyer Squadron 7, speaks with Sailors
partnership.
assigned to LCS Crew 103 and LCS Crew 104 during a change of command ceremony aboard the littoral combat
ship USS Fort Worth (LCS 3). Fort Worth is on a 16-month rotational deployment in support of the Asia-Pacific
Let’s look at Vietnam as an ex- Rebalance. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Conor Minto/Released)
ample. Interestingly enough,
my Deputy Commander, Capt.
The senior leadership took a leap of faith and embraced some risk
H. B. Le, a brilliant SWO and leader, was the first Vietnamese- to send Freedom out here two years early. And I am grateful that
American to command a U.S. warship, USS Lassen, forward de- they did, because although we learned some hard lessons there,
ployed to U.S. Seventh Fleet. Very soon he’s going to be the first we had the most fair and open learning process after that deployVietnamese-American Commodore in the history of the U.S. Navy ment that I’ve ever seen in my 25 years of naval service. All the
and this April, he led a multiple ship task force comprised of ships stakeholders were involved. We learned a lot, we’ve measured,
from both the Vietnam People’s Navy and the United States Navy and looked at all the muscle movements of how we could make
for the first time in our nations’ history. With the Philippines, the LCS deployment even better the next time. We identified 45
Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, and others, we see the same desire major efforts. And the collective enterprise worked those hard while
to embrace the potential of the maritime domain. They’re all ask- we were preparing to receive Fort Worth. There are some things
ing for more engagement. I haven’t run into anyone who has not that are going to take a few years, programmatically, to adjust, but
been eager to work with us. Some countries have complex internal we were able to resolve 80 percent of them. And so we really are
political processes, or they’re army-centric, even though they’re in standing on the shoulders of that crew that worked so hard with
a maritime region, so that’s an evolution that’s also going on. But Freedom. I think we will look back and recognize that Freedom was
for many of these countries it’s not just the countries that are on the first in class. If you look at the introduction of Arleigh Burke
the rise, but their maritime forces are. We’re catching this region and Oliver Hazard Perry, and you read what people were writing
at a really important inflection point.
then about two ship classes, it would probably surprise you because
today they are viewed as some of the most successful ship classes
You have to have both strategic and tactical patience in the region. in post-World War II history. Both those ship classes became work
Progress is not always linear, but it’s undeniable.
horses of the fleet.
How is LCS doing here?
We’re seeing Fort Worth by every measure exceeding the performance that was established before. And that’s as it should be, as
we build upon the lessons learned and the accomplishments that
we saw from Freedom.

With Freedom, most of the challenges, in the end, were in the
engineering plant. We made adjustments. And I think Fort Worth’s
performance is a direct reflection of those adjustments. They have
made every mission on time, every time, since they deployed.
Those same lessons are also being directly applied to the hull of
Freedom to support that ship’s eventual return to this theater. We
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didn’t just focus on Fort Worth – we’re
looking at the entire class. We’re looking
at existing hulls as well as new ships as
they come off the production line.
We get great feedback from our Sailors.
Part of the reason that I do believe in the
program is that our Sailors are a mature
group, and the Navy has invested heavily
in them in terms of training because of
the “hybrid sailor” concept where they
wear a number of different hats at sea.
In a region where being a good ambassador matters – here in Singapore and
wherever we go – I’m proud to say Fort
Worth and Freedom have had a perfect
record of performance and conduct.
They understand that they’re sort of
CHITTAGONG, BANGLADESH (Sept. 27, 2014) Capt. Fred Kacher, Commander of Destroyer
“pioneers,” and the world is watching.
Squadron (DESRON) 7, addresses U.S. and Bangladesh military members during a surface
How is LCS more suited for the mission warfare subject matter expert exchange during Cooperation Afloat Readiness and Training
(CARAT) Bangladesh 2014. In its 20th year, CARAT is an annual, bilateral exercise series with the
than larger multi-mission ships?
There are some mission sets we have for U.S. Navy, U.S. Marine Corps and the armed forces of nine partner nations. (U.S. Navy photo by
which LCS is extraordinarily well-suited Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Jay C. Pugh/Released)
to and is superior to some traditional
platforms that I grew up with and loved
going to sea on. Senior leaders around the fleet have told us that
they will take as many LCSs as soon as they can get them. That’s
because LCS gives the Operational Commander more flexibility
and capabilities to complement platforms like the destroyers I
served on and commanded. Sometimes it is just about the number of gray hulls with American flags on them and how our forces
can “spread the theater.” LCS is the right match for working with
many of our partners. This is a ship that because of its draft and
design can go places other US Navy ships can’t. Fort Worth may be
the perfectly-sized ship to work with their frigates, offshore patrol
boats or corvettes in the region. As LCS takes care of some of those
mission sets, that frees up more destroyers and cruisers our Senior
Commanders can devote to some of the complex mission sets that
they’re most suited to work.
I think LCS is complementary to what DDGs and cruisers do. I’m
really excited for when we get multiple LCSs out here, and they get
to work with DDGs and see how they might be able to work off of
each other in a complementary effort. We’ll also work with a carrier strike group. That’s not what the ship was designed for, but I
can tell you that some of the carrier strike group commanders are
interested to see how they might leverage some of that capacity
in some way.
Think about the possibilities of having four LCS here—wonderfully
scaled in size to work with our partners in the region—darting in
and out of Singapore with the ability to engage a number of nations
within a day or two’s sail from strategically located port. That will
be the reality in just a few years.

How do your people like being stationed in Singapore?
It’s a great place to live and it’s in a strategically compelling location. We’re getting people who are coming here for more than the
great food and the shopping—they’re coming to make a difference.
Not only are we getting great people, but our people are going to
great places after they leave DESRON 7. We’ve really got a good
thing going. And I think that we are mirroring the rise of the region
here at DESRON 7. Having a permanent major afloat command
presence in Southeast Asia has been a worthy investment for our
Navy and our nation.
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Littoral Combat Ship Takes the Point on the “Pacific Pivot”
Surface SITREP Visits USS Fort Worth (LCS 3) on Extended
Deployment to the U.S. Seventh Fleet
Conducted by CAPT Edward Lundquist, USN (Ret)

USS Fort Worth (LCS 3) Commanding Officer Cmdr. Matthew Kawa and
Executive Officer Cmdr. Michael Desmond with Capt. Edward Lundquist,
USN (Ret.) at Changi Naval base, Singapore.
(Singapore) — USS Fort Worth (LCS 3) is forward deployed to Singapore where she is operating in support of the U.S. 7th Fleet. She is
the second littoral combat ship to deploy here, with USS Freedom
completing a 10-month deployment here in 2013. During the
16-month deployment the Navy will exchange crews on the ship,
which is Crew 103 on the day of our visit. The U.S. Navy eventually plans to have four LCS forward deployed to
Singapore and operating in the Asia Pacific region.
“Right now we’re configured for the surface warfare
mission,” said Cmdr. Michael Desmond, Executive
Officer of LCS Crew 103 on USS Fort Worth. (LCS 3).
“We have a team of about 19 people who have the
ability to conduct a maritime security operations
DA NANG, Vietnam (April 6, 2015) Cmdr. Matthew
Kawas, Commanding Officer of the littoral combat
ship USS Fort Worth (LCS 3), Crew 103, greets
counterparts during the welcoming ceremony for
Naval Engagement Activity (NEA) Vietnam 2015. In its
sixth year, NEA Vietnam is designed to foster mutual
understanding, build confidence in the maritime domain
and strengthen relationships between the U.S. Navy,
Vietnam People’s Navy and the local community. (U.S.
Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd
Class Conor Minto/Released)

through the use of the two 11-meter RHIBs (ridged hull inflatable
boats) that carry approximately 20 to 22 personnel depending
on gear load, and can conduct visit, board, search and seizure
(VBSS) operations. Those 11-meter RHIBS were involved in the
recovery efforts following the Air Asia disaster, which happened
before our crew came aboard. The surface mission package
also brings two 30-milimeter cannons which are located on top
of the hangar for port and starboard launch. The 30-mm guns
with the mission package and our 57 millimeter gun work very
well. It is a very reliable system. The third element of the mission package is the aviation detachment with the MH-60 Romeo
helicopter and the Fire Scout unmanned aerial vehicle. The other
two mission packages that could be configured and embarked on
LCS—for mine countermeasures and anti-submarine warfare—
are being tested right now back in the States. Our crew, Crew
103, conducted the final evaluation and operational testing of
the surface warfare mission package about a year ago, so we’re
very familiar with this mission.”
Desmond said Fort Worth also carries an organic boat, a 6-meter RHIB, which is used for man overboard situations or other
general purposes.
Below the flight deck is the “waterborne mission zone,” with large
stern doors that open to enable launch and recovery of the 11-meter RHIB. There’s also a side door on the starboard side. These
doors enable LCS to operate its off-board surface and underwater
systems.
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According to Desmond, everyone on board is first
aid qualified, but the crew has an Independent Duty
Corpsman—a Chief Petty Officer. “She basically
runs all medical operations for the entire ship.”
“We have two repair lockers onboard. We don’t
actually go straight to general quarters. If we’re
in condition 2, and something happens, let’s say
flooding or fire on the ship, we don’t call away
general quarters, because we don’t want to disrupt
the situational awareness that that watch team
has built up,” Desmond said. “With a condition 2
damage control option, we’ll have a Casualty Control Officer stationed in DC central and can man up
the repair lockers with what the crew refers to as
‘general quarters ‘lite.’”

SEMBAWANG, Singapore (May 26, 2015) The littoral combat ship USS Fort Worth (LCS
3) Crews 103 and 102 stand at attention during a change of command ceremony aboard
Fort Worth. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Joe Bishop/
Released)
The mission modules are kept in the “reconfigurable space,” which
is separated from the waterborne mission zone by watertight doors
that are normally kept in the closed position. Equipment can be
moved using the overhead launch handling and recovery system
(LHRS) crane.
“To launch one of the RHIBs, the stern doors will open, and once
we’ve achieved all the deployment parameters in terms of ship
speed, steerable water jet configuration, going into the wind, and
contact picture, we will open the stern doors, hydraulically lower
the ramp, release the securing mechanism, and the boat will slide
down the ramp with gravity into the water,” Desmond said.
Freedom has a steel ramp, permitting the boat to be kept in a
ready-to-launch status on the ramp. On Fort Worth, the ramp is
made of lighter aluminum, so the boat can’t be stored on the ramp.
The advantage to the aluminum is that it doesn’t corrode
in sea water the way steel does.
BUSAN, Republic of Korea (March 16, 2015) Cmdr. Matthew
Kawas, Commanding Officer the littoral combat ship USS
Fort Worth (LCS 3), Crew 103, shows Adm. Choi, Yoon-hee,
Chairman of Republic of Korea (ROK) Joint Chiefs of Staff,
the ships control console on the bridge as part of a tour during
a port visit for exercise Foal Eagle 2015. Foal Eagle is a
series of annual training events that are defense-oriented and
designed to increase readiness and maintain stability on the
Korean Peninsula while strengthening the ROK-U.S. alliance
and promoting regional peace and stability. Fort Worth is on a
16-month rotational deployment in support of the U.S. Navy’s
strategic rebalance and is operating as part of the U.S. 7th
Fleet across the Indo-Asia-Pacific region. (U.S. Navy photo
by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Conor Minto/
Released)

To deal with a fire, such as a fuel oil fire in a main
engineering space, a water-mist system activates
and smothers the fire with cool water mist. There
is also AFFF (aqueous film-forming foam).

There are dozens of closed circuit television cameras positioned throughout the ship to monitor
the condition of the spaces, as well as alarms that can indicate a
problem.
The engineering spaces are unmanned, but roving watch standers
pass through all the spaces on a regular basis. They might see, hear
or smell something that isn’t quite right, and report it.
Optimal manning
LCS was designed to be optimally manned. That means a small crew.
“The core crew was always advertised as 40 people,” Desmond said.
“But after trial and error, the LCS program decided we needed to
have some plus-ups in some areas that might have been lacking to
help out with that fatigue issue. We had 3-section watch for quite
a while, but we’ve recently gone to a 4-section watch.
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Desmond says the food is great. “I think we have some
of the best culinary specialists in the Navy. They’ve
done a fantastic job. Their initial goal was to make sure
that everyone gained 15 pounds on the deployment.”
Fort Worth has a pair of Rolls-Royce MT-30 gas turbines
and two 16-cylinder Fairbanks Morse - Colt-Pielstick
PA6B STC engines for propulsion, along with four Isotta
Fraschini V1708 diesel generators for electrical power.
Desmond said Fort Worth has “fantastic engines.”
“Our main source of propulsion under normal circumstances, depending on what we need as far as ship
speed, are our main propulsion diesel engines. We have
two of them. And they’re located in the main machinery
room. If we need to go faster, we will use the gas turbine
engines, as well, or in lieu of the main propulsion diesel
CHANGI NAVAL BASE, Singapore (May 29, 2015) An MQ-8B Fire Scout unmanned
engines.” “We can use any combination of main propulaircraft system, left, and an MH-60R Sea Hawk helicopter are displayed on the flight
sion diesel engines and gas turbines, and then the boost
deck of the littoral combat ship USS Fort Worth (LCS 3) while the ship is moored
jets and the steerable jets. Based on what configuration
pierside in Singapore. Fort Worth is on a 16-month rotational deployment in support
you have there, you can move all the way up to full
of the Indo-Asia-Pacific-Rebalance. (U.S. Navy photo by Lt. James Arterberry/
CODAG, which is Combined Diesel and Gas turbine. And
Released)
top speed is above 40 knots. The reason we don’t use
the gas turbines all the time is because of fuel consumption. We only can carry about 120 thousand gallons of propulsion
fuel. The gas turbines are very reliable Rolls Royce engines, but “Warfighting first” and the importance of having an offensive lefuel consumption is pretty significant. If we had an oiler to UNREP thal capability means the Fort Worth crew exercises at least some
every couple days, then it wouldn’t be a problem,” said Desmond. weapon every day. Both variants of LCS are armed with the BAE Systems Bofors Mk 110 57 mm gun, which uses the 3P (pre-fragmented
“We just don’t have that luxury.”
programmable proximity fuzed) ammunition. Gunner’s Mate 1/c
Fort Worth has a single refueling station for underway replenish- Eric Jensen likes the system. “The gun is easy to use. You can take
ment. “We only have one option, and that is to go portside to the somebody who is unfamiliar with the gun to knowing the system
oiler. It’s a smooth process. We have some very talented JOODs. in a week, or week and a half. The 3-P ammunition works great.”
The only issue we’ve seen so far is the ship is so light that some of
the oilers tension the span wire and they pull on us, and it throws
us a little off balance. As far as the ship’s handling and ability to
conduct the unreps, it’s actually a lot of fun. We’ve been very
fortunate the last few times because the seas have been very
generous,” said Desmond.

Jensen said the gun is directed using an EO/IR camera. “These
cameras work well, but we’re getting a better camera. When I
deployed to 5th Fleet we used the camera all the time. It wasn’t
built for continuous use, but that was probably the most tactically
important piece of gear we had on board. Having that optical
capability was priceless.”
Desmond said shallow draft is one of Fort Worth’s biggest advantages. “We only draw about 5 meters, or about 15 feet. That allowed us to work closely with the Republic of Korea’s Navy during
the Foal Eagle 15 exercise off the Korean Peninsula. We worked
with one of their patrols that had a similar shallow draft, and we
were able to operate with them pretty close to the shore; obviously
closer than what a DDG would be able to. The 11-meter RHIBS
were employed in Korea to bring Marines ashore, giving LCS an
expeditionary role, too.
SEMBAWANG, Singapore (May 26, 2015) Cmdr. Matthew Kawas,
right,Ccommanding Officer of littoral combat ship USS Fort Worth
(LCS 3), transfers command to Cmdr. Rich Jarrett at a change
of command ceremony aboard Fort Worth. (U.S. Navy photo by
Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Joe Bishop/Released)
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“We’re unlike destroyers and a lot of other
traditional ships because we have steerable
jets vice propellers and rudders. We have
two outboard jets, port and starboard,
that are independently steerable. Speed is
determined by the position of the thrust
control levers. All the way ahead on both of
them will be top speed for the current configuration of the power plant. We can use
diesels, gas turbines, or both. We can steer
either the rudder equivalent of 30 degrees to
port or starboard. These buckets can close
and reverse. In the open position we move
forward; but we can close the buckets and
direct the thrust of the jets forward to move
the ship aft. In addition to the steerable jets,
we have two boost jets. These are fixed, they
can’t be repositioned, and they provide the
ship the ability to reach its 40-knot speed,”
Desmond said.

SOUTH CHINA SEA (May 11, 2015) The littoral combat ship USS Fort Worth (LCS 3) conducts
patrols in international waters of the South China Sea near the Spratly Islands as the People’s
Liberation Army-Navy [PLA(N)] guided-missile frigate Yancheng (FFG 546) transits close behind.
(U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Conor Minto/Released)
During the Air Asia search and recovery effort, a mobile diving and
salvage unit was embarked aboard Fort Worth. Using Fort Worth’s
11-meter RHIBS was a significant advantage for the divers because
they were are able to bring their ROV and side scan sonar onboard
the 11-meter rib, and have two of them operating simultaneously
to cover more area.
Watch team
Fort Worth has two watch-standers on the bridge and one engineer—the Officer of the Deck (OOD) and the Junior Officer of the
Deck (JOOD). They have control over what occurs out at sea, which
is pretty similar to what you see on traditional platforms. The JOOD
will handle external bridge-to-bridge communications, running
the checklists that we have on board to ensure safe operation,
and manage any special evolutions. They both maintain radar
contact and, of course, visual scans of the area to make sure that
the ship is operating safely. The Readiness Control Officer (RCO)
is the equivalent of the EOOW (Engineering Officer of the Watch)
on a traditional ship.
WATERS TO THE WEST OF THE KOREAN PENINSULA (March
11, 2015) The littoral combat ship USS Fort Worth (LCS 3) is
underway during exercise Foal Eagle 2015. Foal Eagle is a
series of annual training events that are defense-oriented and
designed to increase readiness and maintain stability on the
Korean Peninsula while strengthening the Republic of Korea-U.S.
alliance and promoting regional peace and stability of the IndoAsia-Pacific region. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication
Specialist 2nd Class Daniel M. Young/Released)

Off-hull training
“The reason why we’re able to operate the
ship with just two people is we have a pretty
extensive training setup ashore,” said Cmdr.
Matthew Kawas, Commanding Officer of LCS
Crew 103. “If we want to take an officer who is used to driving a
traditional ship and turn them into an LCS driver, we’ll send them
to Newport Rhode Island for about six weeks at Surface Warfare
Officers School. They get an extensive navigation and ship handling
experience in the simulators that are pretty much a mock-up of
what you see here. The training is taught by master mariners who
are commercial high-speed ferry pilots. When our officers know
how to drive a high speed ship, we bring them back to San Diego
where we have an entire LCS simulator with the bridge, engineering, and CIC all together, and they learn how to tactically drive the
ship, and our Tactical Action Officers (TAOs) learn how to fight the
ship, and then they join the crew.”
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“About once a year we take the entire watch
team through about three to four weeks of
training scenarios ranging from search and
rescue to combat scenarios to ship handling,”
Kawas said. “We can simulate getting underway from the pier here at Changi Naval Base
and heading out to sea through the Malacca
Strait to making a landing at the Sembawag
Naval Base on the other side of the island.
We can do all of that in the trainers, and we
simulate whatever conditions we want. We
can fully get certified for navigation and complete about 80 percent of our certifications
we need as a crew, in the simulators, and
during our off-hull training. So that there’s
only a little bit of that training we need to do
when we get to the local ship which, right
now, is the USS Freedom, the CONUS-based
ship out of the two-ship pair. We’ll go to that
ship and finish our final qualifications, do our
fleet exercise, and then we’re fully ready to
go on deployment. We fly over to meet the
deployed ship. When we arrived here, we
we’re able to get underway within a day
after we took over the ship. And we headed
up towards northeast Asia.”

SOUTH CHINA SEA (May 12, 2015) Naval Aircrewman (Tactical Helicopter) 2nd Class Ian
Carpenito, assigned to Helicopter Maritime Strike Squadron (HSM) 35, observes the littoral
combat ship USS Fort Worth (LCS 3) as it conducts routine patrols in international waters. (U.S.
Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Conor Minto/Released)

“Freedom and Fort Worth are a pair, so we
train on the one ship, we deploy on the other, and then nominally
16 months later those two ships will switch,” Kawas said.
Freedom and Fort Worth are assigned to LCS Squadron 1 in San
Diego, where the training takes place. The mission detachments
also fall under LCS Squadron 1, so they train in San Diego as well.
“Right now Freedom’s getting her maintenance done as well as
supporting training. When this ship finishes deployment, it will
go back to San Diego, and get its maintenance done, so that the
majority of the maintenance we do on the ship is done back in San
Diego,” Kawas said.
The core crew would only deploy on the same type ship. For crew
103, that would be the Freedom variant. “The crews come in ready
to go,” Kawas said. “We took the ship up to Northeast Asia within
days of getting to Singapore, and we didn’t have to stick around and
do any local ops to get up to speed. We were able to do different
exercises and engagements throughout the region. We didn’t get
back here for about two months. And the future follow-on crews
will be able to do the exact same thing.”
“My turnover with the off going Commanding Officer basically
consisted of a key inventory,” said Kawas.
Aviation capability
According to the Aviation Detachment Officer in Charge, Lt. Cmdr.
Ted Hill, the aviation detachment and mission detachment is interchangeable between the two LCS variants.

“We’ve taken an ASUW mission detachment off USS Freedom on
short notice and put them on USS Independence for RIMPAC. Independence had a mine countermeasures package on her – they
swapped it out, put an SUW package and an aviation detachment
on her—did RIMPAC, came back, changed it all back out, put the
MCM detachment back on it, and now she’s doing MCM testing.
So they can go back and forth between the two. You basically have
two ships that are meeting the same mission sets and capabilities;
they’re just done differently.
The two variants—Freedom and Independence—were designed by
two different builders. So as far as the ship systems go, we can’t
cross over because the engines, generators and systems are different, and our techs are experts on these systems,” Kawas said.
“But it’s the same concepts for the operation and, in this theater,
you will likely see both variants operating in and around the Asia
Pacific, and then by the end of the decade.”
Both variants have big flight decks and spacious hangars. The
detachment has one MH-60R Seahawk helicopter and one MQ-8B
Fire Scout VTUAV “We actually had two Fire Scouts on Freedom
for a little while,” said Desmond. “We can take up to three Fire
Scouts,” said Hill. “I’ve seen two. But you can get three in there.”
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New Life Members
BMCM(SW) Douglas Backous USN (Ret)

CDR Robert Malouin USN (Ret)

CDR Tony Deaville USN (Ret)

CAPT William Mitchell USN (Ret)

GSM1 James Deputy USN (Ret)

CAPT Tim Oliver USN (Ret)

LCDR Alexa Forsyth USN

LCDR Howard Pace USN (Ret)

CDR Joseph Fortson USN (Ret)

CAPT John Read USN (Ret)

CAPT Michael Fulgham USN

FLTCM(SW/AW) Manuel Rodriguez USN (Ret)

CAPT Robert Heister USN (Ret)

Steven Rosser

VADM Michael LeFever USN (Ret)

Joel Tootill

New Three-Year Members
CTM1 Philip Arwood USN

LTJG Alicia Elliott USN

ET2 Andrew McAfee USN

LCDR John Baggett USN

MIDN Anderson Estrella USN

LT Joseph Newman USN

LT Avery Berge USN

LT Emily Geddes USN

LT Adam Nottberg USN

CDR John Blalock USN (Ret)

LT William Goodyear USN

LCDR Patricia Palmer USN

LT Bradley Bowen USN

LCDR Jason Gutierrez USN

CMDCM Richard Putnam USN

Anthony Campbell

LT Anna Hall USN

ENS Nathaniel Silvers USN

LT Erica Coburn USN

LCDR James Jarnac USCG

CDR Randy Van Rossum USN

LT Brian Conatser USNR

MASN Devin Jones USN

CDR James Von St Paul USN

Thomas Danner

LCDR Theresa Kaylor USN

CAPT Paul Young USN

LT Katarina Denton USN

CAPT William Kelley USN (Ret)
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From Air-Sea Battle to “All Domain Access”
The Revised Naval Strategy
by Sam J. Tangredi
On March 13, the Navy unveiled its new Service strategy, a revision
to the A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower released
in 2007. Like its predecessor, the strategy was signed out by the
chiefs of all three Sea Services: Navy, Marine Corps and Coast
Guard, as well as prefaced by the Secretary of the Navy. Entitled
Forward, Engaged, Ready: A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century
Seapower, the document restates the principle of close cooperation
with allied and partner navies, but places additional focus on the
current forward deployed posture and combat-readiness of U.S.
naval forces, arguing that only through naval forward presence
can the America remain continuously engaged with world events,
thereby deterring potential wars.
Why revision instead of a new concept?
A revision to a previous strategy, rather than a completely new vision after the passage of a turbulent 8 years of global crises, is not
unheralded. In 1994, the Navy published Forward…from the Sea as
a revision to the 1992 …From the Sea, primarily because influential
admirals felt the expeditionary warfare-focus of the 1992 document
slighted the forward presence capabilities provided by the bluewater Navy while emphasizing the amphibious capabilities of the
Marine Corps. Rivalry for resources is an obvious historical aspect
of relations between the two Services. But the new strategy does
not seem to reflect such a rivalry, representing a common vision
of potential threats to American security. The focus is definitely
on current and future threats, with one-third of the glossy version
consisting of a round-the-world description of U.S. naval activities
in regions of potential crises. At the strategy’s unveiling, Chief of
Naval Operations, Admiral Jonathan Greenert, argued that it was
the recent developments in the global security environment—the
rise of ISIS, Russia’s invasion of the Crimea and support for rebellion in the Ukraine, and continuing tension between China and its
neighbors—that justified the drafting of the revision.
So what is actually new?
There are, however, several significant changes heralded by the
revised strategy. The most evident is the new term “All Domain
Access.” Gone is any reference to the joint U.S. Navy-U.S. Air Force
Air-Sea Battle approach to countering the challenge of anti-access
warfare, the method by which potential enemies intend to keep
U.S. forces out of the regions. In its place is “All Domain Access”,
which on the surface appears merely a reinvented buzz-word, but
is actually a more subtle acknowledge that Air-Sea Battle has been
recent laden by so much don’t-rock-the-Department of Defenseboat jointness that it no longer provides unique guidance. “All
Domain Access” mainstreams the effort to counter opponents’
anti-access strategies by making it a focus of naval warfare. In effect the document makes access to contested regions of the world
a primarily naval effort at opening the door for the Air Force and
Army, a product, so-to-speak, for the rest of the U.S. joint force and

allies to utilize. Given that the world is three-fourths ocean and
that the crisis regions are largely out of the Western Hemisphere,
this approach does reflect reality.
Another subtle change is the re-submergence of humanitarian assistance and disaster relief into the naval function of power projection.
In the 2007 document, humanitarian assistance and disaster relief
had been raised to the level of “Navy core capability” co-equal with
the more traditional combat-oriented capabilities of deterrence,
power projection and sea control. This likely reflected the political
focus of the Administration, despite the fact the Navy ships and
units have never been designed for humanitarian assistance but
were very effective in doing so because of their forward deployed
posture and warfighting resources. Referring to humanitarian assistance as a by-product of the Naval Services’ power projection
capabilities—not a separate mission in itself—also reflects reality
and quells any argument that the Navy should consider buying
ships specializing in humanitarian assistance.
Does the strategy actually identify potential threats?
Yes it does, making it a refreshingly honest document, not completely enfeebled by the risk of alienating those we are attempting
to diplomatically woo toward better behavior. While choosing its
words judiciously, the strategy points to Russia’s “illegal seizure
of Crimea and ongoing military aggression in Ukraine, along with
China’s tendency to “employ force or intimidation against other
sovereign nations to assert territorial claims” requiring forward
presence and U.S. “interaction.” The document does acknowledge
that China has demonstrated in its counter-piracy cooperation
and participation in multinational naval exercises the “ability to
embrace international norms.” But the use of the word “ability”
itself implies that China has not yet demonstrated true willingness
to accept international law. Since the recent trend in U.S. government documents has been to downplay Russian threats to NATO
and China’s not-so-subtle aggressive attitude, perhaps the strategy
heralds a greater balance an over-optimistic view of the future
policies of these two nations.
What does a Service strategy actually do?
Combat strategy is a purview of the regional joint Combat Commanders, so it is fair to ask why the Sea Services (the two Naval
Services plus the Coast Guard) write a periodic “strategy.” The
simple reason is that it gives a focus to their manning, training and
equipping efforts, and—affordability aside—provides guidance
to their acquisition efforts. It also provides an explanation to the
Congress and American public of what the Services see as their
unique roles and missions in defending the United States. Perhaps
the strategy might be more properly entitled a “strategic vision.” If
it helps American citizens have even a little bit better vision of the
importance of seapower to everyday life, it will have done its job.
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Singapore’s Expeditionary Warships
RSS Endeavour is Singapore’s Largest Warship
by CAPT Edward Lundquist, USN (Ret)
The LSTs are capable of extended deployments. RSS Endurance took part in the International Naval Review in New York City
while conducting an around-the-world
deployment, a first for Singapore, and Endeavour participated in the International
Fleet Review held in Sydney, Australia
in 2013. Ships of the class have been
assigned to multinational peacekeeping
efforts, such as multinational counterpiracy operations as a part of Combined
Task Force 151 protecting shipping in the
Gulf of Aden.

Captain Kody Toh, the Endeavour’s Executive Officer, on the bridge. (Edward Lundquist photo)
The Singapore Navy’s RSS Endeavour is an Endurance-class amphibious ship. Singapore classifies the ship as an LST—a landing ship
tank—but it is much bigger and more capable than the former U.S.
County-class LSTs the Endurance-class replaced.
The Endurance-class landing platform dock ships (LPD) are the
largest class of ships in the Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN). They
were designed and built by Singapore Technologies (ST) Marine to
replace the old County Class Tank Landing Ships (LST). In fact, their
capability more closely matches that of the U.S. Navy’s post WWII
Newport-class of LST, or even an LSD or LPD. The ships were built
in Singapore by ST Marine, and the company classifies the ship as
an LPD in its marketing materials.
Endeavour is 462 feet long and displaces 8,500 tons. [That compares with former U.S. Navy Newport-class Tank Landing Ships,
which were 522 feet long and 8,800 tons and the 609 foot, 16,000
tons Whidbey Island class of LSDs.] She was launched in February
2000 and commissioned in April 2001.
The four ships form the 191 Squadron of the RSN. A fifth ship of
the class was built in Singapore and delivered to Thailand, HTMS
Angthong (LPD-791).

A visitor can’t help but notice the spaciousness in compartments like the
briefing room just forward of the hangar.
“We conduct muster here in this common
area for instruction and to pass down the
routine for the day, or to brief the crew
on upcoming exercises such as with our
air force or army, or visits to other ports,”
said Captain Kody Toh, the Endeavour’s
Executive Officer (Singapore uses Army
ranks, so he’s the equivalent of a Navy
Lieutenant).

According to Toh, the Endeavour’s mission isn’t to embark a combat
force for offensive operations, but rather move vehicles, personnel,
equipment and supplies to where it may be needed in the many
islands in and around Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, at other
neighboring countries. The ship can take aboard containers, such
as a medical facility that can then be set up to provide care at a
remote location.
Singapore doesn’t have a naval infantry—like our Marine Corps—
but does embark and transport army troops for amphibious operations, said Lieut. Hua Xiang Ting, the duty officer.
Singapore’s LSTs have been valuable in responding to natural disasters, such as tsunamis and typhoons.
Appearance-wise, the landing ships are a very dark gray, almost
black, compared to the haze gray frigates and other RSN combatants.
The Endurance class has the capacity to carry up to 18 tanks or 20
trucks through the bow or stern ramps, and can carry bulk cargo.
It can carry up to 350 troops and up four 13-meter fast craft equipment and utility (FCEU) and two 25 meter fast craft utility (FCU) ves-
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sels, which are similar to U.S. Navy LCVP and LCUs respectively.
“We have one FCEU on the starboard side now, but have room
to carry four in davits,” said Toh. “The two FCUs are carried
side-by-side in the well deck.” The ship can ballast down, open
the stern ramp and launch or recover the FCUs.
Toh said Endeavour and her sister ships are equipped with the
Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS). “ECDIS
is used for backup. Our primary means of navigation is still using
paper charts.”
The bridge controls include the helm, rudder and bow thrusters, which are duplicated on both bridge wings. “We’re a very
long ship, so we really have a need for bow thrusters,” said Toh.
Endeavour has a Kelvin Hughes radar for collision avoidance and
navigational safety. The huge windows on the bridge are a distinctive feature and enhance visibility, especially for landings or
boat operations. The bridge is not crowded. Normal underway
Lieut. Hua Xiang Ting and Capt. Kody Toh with Endeavour’s “Lion.” (Edward
watch standers include OOD, bridge supervisor, navigator and
Lundquist photo)
navigator’s helper, and two lookouts.
Endeavour is powered by two high speed diesel main engines with
two controllable-pitch propellers, and four diesel generators. She’s
not fast, but she can cruise for 5,000 nm at 15 knots.
The main weapon is the Oto Melara 76 mm Super Rapid gun, which
is controlled by an electro-optical/infrared director to engage both
air and surface targets. There is a Simbad launcher for Mistral antiaircraft missiles, which are pointed at the target by an operator
at the launcher. “We can be configured with the Typhoon gun or
Simbad launcher at the same location.”
If the Typhoon was aboard it would be guided by a Toplite electrooptical surveillance, observation and targeting System, Toh said.
Thanks to automation, Endeavour has a relatively small crew of
just 65 people.

The helicopter control room looks out over the flight deck. Singapore uses the Super Puma in the medium lift role and the Chinook
in the heavy lift category. The hangar can accommodate two Super
Pumas. “We have two spots—spot 1 and spot 2—so we can land
two medium lift helos or one heavy lift helo,” Toh said.
Aircraft recovery on deck is aided with the Aircraft Ship Integrated
Secure and Traverse (ASIST) system land, secure and pull a Super
Puma into the hangar. Two 25 ton cranes on the flight deck by
the entrance to the hangar can bring cargo onto the ship. It can
be moved into the hangar and taken below to the well deck using
two large elevators.
“Our wardroom is for ceremonial and official functions, such as
meeting with foreign officers and VIPs. We try not to have meetings or eat our meals here,” Toh said. “Officers eat below in the
officers dining hall next to the mess decks.”
Hua said the food is good. “Our chef is one of the best in
the Navy.”
The ship has a large lion, which is kept on board for use during special events. Hua said the crew is proud of their lion.
“The crew performs the lion dance in many of the ports that
we visit. Not every ship has a lion.”
Singapore’s Endurance-class LSTs
RSS Endurance (207)
RSS Resolution (208)
RSS Persistence (209)
RSS Endeavour (210)
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Portugal Embarks on Modernization Program
to Upgrade Surface Ships
Dual Use Navy Requires Balanced Fleet
by CAPT Edward Lundquist, USN (Ret)
The Portuguese Navy,
known as Marinha de
Guerra Portuguesa or
Armada Portuguesa,
can trace its origins
back to the 12th century, and is the oldest
continuously serving
navy in the world. Today, as part of the Portuguese Armed Forces,
the Marinha is charged
with the defense of
Portugal, assuring sovereignty, and meeting
international commitments as part of NATO,
the European Union,
and other organizations.

Portugal’s international
commitments include
participation in Standing NATO Forces and
multi-national coalition operations such
as Ocean Shield, Active
Endeavor and Atalanta.
The Portuguese Navy
has also deployed to
former colonies such
as Cape Verde Islands,
Guinea Bissau and East
Timor.

“Our international commitments are diversified. We have to commit ships to very distant
parts of the world. For
ATLANTIC OCEAN (March 25, 2015) Sailors assigned to the Arleigh Burke-class guidedexample, we have a
“In spite of Portugal missile destroyer USS Farragut (DDG 99) render honors while the ship passes the
commitment in East
being a small country, Portuguese navy Rover-class replenishment tanker NRP Berrio (A 5210). (U.S. Navy photo
Timor, our international
it has huge ocean and by Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Jackie Hart/)
commitments within
vast maritime responNATO, of which we are
sibilities,” says Vice
a founding member,
Admiral Antonio Silva Ribeiro, Director General of the Maritime and within standing maritime forces in operations Ocean Shield,
Authority of Portugal. “Our economic exclusive zone is 1.7 million Active Endeavor, and International Security Assistance Force (ISAF).
square kilometers, the 10th largest in the world, and our search and We also commit ships and navy assets to the European Union Oprescue area is 5.8 million square kilometers.
eration Atalanta, in Somalia, and Mali. In some recent engagements
in the Portuguese-speaking countries—we have very strong relation
Ribeiro says Portugal’s Navy must be balanced. Between military with our former colonies—we have employed assets in Cape Verde,
defense of the country and non-military support to safety, environ- Guinea Bissau, and East Timor,” says Ribeiro.
mental protection and economic development. “We cannot be a
specialized Navy. We must stay focused on being a balanced Navy.” “We are a dual-role Navy, which basically means we act as both
a Navy and a Coast Guard,” he says. “We have different legal
frameworks and authorities, but we have been both a Navy and
a Coast Guard, for 200 years. We never divided and developed a
new and completely separate entity due to the fact that it’s more
affordable for the country to use these ships in both military and
non-military activities.”
MEDITERRANEAN SEA (May 27, 2010) The Portuguese navy frigate NRP
Bartolomeu Dias (F-333) cruises away after recovering a visit, board, search and
seizure team as the Spanish Navy corvette SPS Cazadora (P-78) transits nearby
during the at-sea portion of exercise Phoenix Express 2010. (U.S. Navy photo by
Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Jimmy C. Pan)
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“As a dual-use navy, we also commit assets to Frontex—the European Union’s border patrol mission—and to the North Atlantic
Fisheries Organization. And we have to consider security and safety
challenges,” he says.
Ribeiro says doctrine based upon two main ideas. “The first one is
our dual-role navy that enables Portugal to use the sea based upon
its needs. With this proposal, the navy has three tasks: military
defense and support to foreign policy; security, safety, and state
authority; and economic, scientific and cultural development. This
military defense and support to foreign policies is focused on our
military action, and the other two
tasks are related with non-military
action. And this is the concept of
framework for the dual-role navy, a
navy that performs both navy and
coast guard tasks.”

Karel Doorman class multi-purpose frigates, transferred in 2009
and 2010 respectively. The MEKO ships were built in Germany for
Portugal and joined the fleet in 1991-1992. Maintaining and improving the navy is challenged by budgetary realities. “Portugal is
in a very severe financial situation,” Ribeiro says. “In spite of that,
we are fighting very much to modernize our navy.”
Ribeiro says the modernization effort was guided by several factors,
including limited financial resources, and increasing performance
as much as possible within those budget constraints. “We had to
decide which were the imperative capabilities—the ones we must
have, and design capabilities—the
ones that were good to have.”

“But the second idea is also very
important,” he says. “We are a balanced navy. We haven’t adopted NRP Corte-Real (F332) (Marinha Portuguesa photo)

Portugal’s Vasco da Gama class
of MEKO frigates
(Marinha Portuguesa photo)

The result has been to designate two
frigates for demanding, major theater operations, and three of them,
the German-built MEKO-class frigates, which will be used for smallscale contingencies. On the latter,
the Vasco da Gama class ships,

NRP Corte-Real (F332)
(Marinha Portuguesa photo)

Ribeiro says the modernization
the idea of NATO specialization that
will focus on sustaining radars, and
was very popular some navies. Due
improving IFF, electronic warfare,
to our responsibilities and interests,
and electro-optic GPS sensors. The
we cannot be a specialized navy.
plan is to improve the CIWS (closeWe have to be a balanced navy be- The NRP Viana do Castelo (P360) is the lead ship in a new class in weapon system), but keep the
cause the international environment of offshore patrol vessel in the Portuguese Navy.
present surface-to-air and surfacechanges very fast, and if we special- (Marinha Portuguesa photo)
to-surface missiles. To improve
ized as other navies have, we would
command and control, the satellite
not be able to perform the tasks that
communications and other communications systems, including
our foreign policy requires. So we kept a set of capabilities to be Datalink 11, 16, and 22; the latter fitted for the combat manageable to perform the tasks that the navy has to do.”
ment system; and the decision support system will be upgraded.
To carry out the broad spectrum of tasks, Ribeiro says Portugal has
five frigates, two submarines, two new ocean patrol vessels, six
old corvettes, a logistical support ship, four hydrographic vessels,
three patrol vessels, thirteen patrol boats and three sailing ships
for training. It also has five Lynx helicopters.
The two classes of frigates—the Vasco da Gama-class MEKO frigates,
and two Bartolomeu Dias class frigates—are being modernized.
“They are used in very different scenarios and in very different
tasks. So we are going to modernize them in different ways,” he says.
The Bartolomeu Dias frigates are former Royal Netherlands Navy

The engineering integrated platform management system will also
be improved during the refit.

Ribeiro says that a more ambitious mid-life update is planned
for the two Bartolomeu Dias frigates, for which more demanding
operations are envisioned. “We will improve the IFF, electronic
support measures, electro-optic GPS and sonar. On the weaponry,
we will upgrade the CIWS and the surface-to-air-missiles, keep the
present surface-to- surface missiles, and modernize torpedoes.
Engineering-wise we will overhaul and modernize the turbines in
order to extend their life significantly.”
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NRP D. Francisco de Almeida (F334) (Marinha Portuguesa photo)
“Command and control will be improved differently on both classes
of ships. The main differences will be on sensors and weaponry.
The Bartolomeu Dias will be better able to perform anti-air and
anti-submarine warfare.”
According to Ribeiro, the five Lynx helicopters will be upgraded.
“The engines are going to be new, and the communications and
navigation systems will be changed in order to extend their life of
operation.”
Two new Viana do Castelo-class offshore patrol vessels (OPVs) have
recently been built in Portugal. “We commissioned the new ships
two years ago. We’ve been testing them, and have learned some
lessons, but they are performing quite well. We are going to build
six more ships over the next two years.”
The OPVs have an overall length of 273 feet (83 meters), a displacement of 1,800 tons, and a maximum continuous speed of
20 knots. They have an endurance of 14 days at 15 knots, a crew
of five officers, eight petty officers, and 25 rankings and extra accommodation for 29 persons. “These are the ships we are using
in Frontex and in North Atlantic fisheries operations.”
In addition, Ribeiro says Portugal has acquired two STANFLEX patrol
boats from Denmark. The ex-Danish Navy Flyvefisken class ships
are being overhauled in Portugal at the Alfeite naval shipyard. “We
expect to have the first one operational this year,” Ribeiro says.
They have an overall length is 177 feet (54 meters); speed of 28
knots; and a crew of three officers, four petty officers, and 16
rankings, and extra accommodation of 10 persons. “They will be
operating mainly on coastal activities,” Ribeiro says.
The Marinha has three old patrol boats and a buoy tender that is
actually being used as a patrol boat,
they operate from Madeira and from
the Portuguese mainland primarily
performing coast guard missions.
The Portuguese Navy also intends
to acquire an LPD (landing platform
dock) of about 10,000 tons sometime beyond 2020. “We don’t have
this capability in the Portuguese
Navy,” Ribeiro says. “We have two
options – buy a used one, or build a
new one.”
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The LPD will have three main functions. “Our marines have been
operating with the Spanish, British and U.S. Marines, but without
a proper naval vessel. What we intend to do is to have this capability in order to be able to project them to scenarios where we
have interests and where we are supporting a coalition. Portugal,
due to its history, is a country with very strong security concerns in
Africa. As you probably know, we have hundreds of thousands of
Portuguese living in Africa, in Angola and Mozambique, and Guinea
Bissau. It’s difficult to have an alliance committed to this type of
environment. There are not always multi-national solutions, so we
may have to work alone in response to contingencies. So we need
this type of ship for evaluating citizens or other contingencies. The
second purpose is for military cooperation with African countries.
We need to go there, stay there in a stable way for some time, and
provide training. This type of ship is very good to do this type of
work. And we have the Azores, which frequently has very severe
earthquakes, and we need these ships with medical capabilities in
order to be prepared to help the populations of the Azores whenever they have earthquakes. The navy has always committed ships
to these tasks, but we haven’t always had the proper capabilities,
and this LPD will enable us to do that,” Ribeiro says.

NRP D. Francisco de Almeida is the second of two Dutch-built
frigates in the Portuguese Navy. (Marinha Portuguesa photo)
Ribeiro says the Marinha also has to replace its oiler. It plans to
procure a new replenishment ship with an overall length of 140
meters, and around 11,000 tons in 2021.
Between its modernizations program, new construction, and
planned new projects, Ribeiro says the Marinha will continue
to meet its dual roles as Portugal’s navy and coast guard, and
its balanced fleet help Portugal meet its national security and
international commitments. And it will continue to do this in an
austere budgetary environment. “Our main effort is explaining
our politicians and our citizens the utility and the necessity of
having a reasonably-prepared navy to accomplish the tasks the country needs in
what concerns our areas of responsibility
and in what concerns our foreign policies,”
he says.

The Portuguese Navy frigate POS Corte
Real (F 332). (U.S. Navy photo by Mass
Communication Specialist Seaman Apprentice
Shonna Cunningham/)
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SNA West Coast Symposium 2015
San Diego Symposium Examines New Ship Capabilities
and Career Options - Warfighting Ethos Key to a
Distributed and Lethal Surface Force
by CAPT Edward Lundquist, USN (Ret)
The annual Surface Navy
Association (SNA) West
Coast Symposium was
held on the waterfront
at Naval Station San
Diego on July 16, and
provided attendees an
update on some key operational and career developments important
to the surface warfare
community. Capt. Mark
Johnson, President of
the SNA San Diego Chapter, was the host and
master of ceremonies
for the symposium.

gapore, as more than managing the deployed littoral combat ships,
but also being a fully capable “on-call sea combat commander.”
“Singapore is no longer just a liberty port,” William said. “It’s a
hub.” And, he said, Singapore is a great duty station to be assigned.
The Navy’s “warfighting first” mantra starts with the warfighters,
themselves, and how the Navy grows, improves and retains its
people. Fittingly, several presentations provided insight into how
and why the Navy is evolving surface warfare officer career development and assignment.
Lt. Cmdr. Mark Blaszczyk of LCS Squadron 1 provided an update on
the Project Athena program, which encourages innovation, and allows Junior Officers and Sailors to propose new and different ways
of doing things. Much like TV programs like Shark Tank, individuals
or teams can offer suggestions and solutions, and if selected, they
can receive assistance and resources to conduct tests or experiments, build prototypes, or validate
concepts.

Capt. Warren Buller, Commander of LCS
Squadron 1, provided a comprehensive update on the LCS program, to include a detailed
summary of the status of mission package
development. LCS is a focused-mission
combatant that can be configured for one of
three missions—surface warfare; antisubmarine warfare and mine countermeasures—by
installing the appropriate mission package.
He pointed to the USS Fort Worth (LCS 3),
currently in the middle of a 16-month deployment to Singapore and the U.S. Seventh
Fleet, as exemplifying the value of a small,
View from the pier, USS Bunker HillL
fast, agile combatant.
Rear Adm. Charles Williams, who is Commander,
Logistics Group, Western Pacific/Commander, Task
Force 73, and Commander, Navy Region Singapore,
explained how LCS is making an impact on naval operations in the Asia Pacific region, and demonstrating
its flexibility, speed and capability. Williams discussed
how Fort Worth was able to play a major role in the
Air Asia flight 8501 search and recovery efforts immediately after arriving at Singapore; operated as far
north as Korea; completed scheduled maintenance in
Japan, and participated in numerous CARAT exercises
with partner navies throughout the region.
Williams pointed to Destroyer Squadron Seven in Sin-

Capt. Brad Cooper, Director, Surface
Warfare Officer Distribution Division
(PERS-41), discussed innovative ways
the Navy is providing new career options—including educational opportunities and duty assignments—and rewarding the most capable performers.
“We need to retain our best talent,”
Cooper said.
Rear Adm. David Steindl, Commander,
Naval Personnel Command / Deputy
Chief of Naval Personnel, explained
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new career paths and
s o m e n e w w ay s o f
conducting selection
boards—emphasizing
merit over seniority—
that break with longstanding traditional detailing and placement of
surface warfare officers.

Just as important are
the Enlisted Sailors who
man the surface fleet,
said Force Master Chief
(SW/IDW) Jason Wallis,
who talked about how
the Naval Surface Force
is improving the shore
duty assignments to
develop skills and better
support the fleet, while returning more capable Sailors to subsequent sea duty assignments. Wallis said that the Commander
Naval Surface Forces staff “works for the fleet,” and that Sailors
can and should share their ideas and concerns with leadership.
“Every Sailor on the waterfront has a voice. They should know
that the voices of our Sailors are being heard.”
For many SWOs, officer assignments will be dependent on their
training and certification as warfare tactics instructors (WTIs), explained Rear Adm. Jim Kilby, who commands the newly established
Naval Surface and Mine Warfighting Development Center. “They
are warriors, thinkers and teachers,” Kilby said.
In his remarks, Commander, Naval Surface Forces Vice Adm. Tom
Rowden, reiterated his commitment to developing a more lethal
and offensively capable surface force to support combatant commanders. Rowden said the path ahead would include tactics

development, developing more tactically oriented junior officers,
and wargaming new and different ways of employing a more distributed and lethal force.
Rowden talked about imbuing the warfighting ethos in the force. He
discussed how surface ships now conduct live fire exercises every
day at sea. “I want people to be comfortable shooting their guns.”

He also mentioned how terminology can sometimes obscure the
real warfighting purpose. “We talk about anti-submarine warfare,”
Rowden said. “But it’s not about ASW, it’s about hunting and killing
enemy submarines.” “We need to drive that ethos into our surface
warfare community,” he said.

Note: Videos of the presentation available in the
“Members Only” section of the SNA website.
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“Old Salt” Designation Passes to VADM Kurt Tidd
battleship USS Maine. Inscribed on the trophy’s base
are the words of Admiral
Arleigh Burke, “Keeper of
the Seas” and “Dedicated
to Service.” The custodian
of the “Old Salt” upon his or
her retirement passes the
responsibility to instill those
values and ideals in the Surface Warfare community to
the next “Old Salt.” A miniature replica of the statue
is presented to each “Old
Salt” as he retires.
ADM Sam Locklear accepting the “Old Salt” miniature from
VADM Barry McCullough, USN(Ret), SNA President.
The ”Old Salt” designation, honoring the Surface Warfare Officer
(SWO) serving on active duty with the earliest Surface Warfare
Qualification, passed from Adm. Sam Locklear to Vice Adm. Kurt
Tidd at a June 22, 2015 ceremony at Washington, DC.
Locklear, the recent Commander, U.S. Pacific Command, retired on
June 30, 2015. Tidd is currently the Assistant to the Chairman of the
Joint Chief of Staff. Locklear has been the “Old Salt” since May 2014.
“In the Navy, we have an expression for a respected, experienced
and knowledgeable mariner. We call them ‘Old Salts,’” said Vice
Adm. Barry McCullough, USN (Retired), President of the Surface
Navy Association. “It is fitting that we acknowledge our lore, customs and traditions, and honor the most senior of all our active
duty Surface Warriors with the ‘Old Salt’ designation.”
McCullough said the ceremony—held in the Pentagon and attended
by friends, shipmates and fellow surface warriors—was a “tribute
to tradition.” Several other “Old Salts” were in attendance.
“The ‘Old Salt’ award originated in 1988, when the Surface Navy
Association wanted to honor the Surface Warfare Officer with the
earliest date of receiving the coveted warfare qualification, and
more importantly, the ideals of the Surface Warfare Community,
the core values of our Navy, and the tradition of the Surface Warrior,” McCullough said.
Locklear earned his SWO designation in June 1979 while serving
as main propulsion assistant on the USS William V. Pratt (DDG 44).
Tidd received his SWO qualification in June 1980 while serving
aboard USS Semmes (DDG 18).
The honor is accompanied by a bronze statue depicting a World
War II Naval officer on the pitching deck of his ship. It is cast from
metal salvaged from historic U.S. Naval ships, most notably the

Both Locklear and Tidd saluted the many junior SWOs
in attendance. “Maybe VADM Kurt Tidd with his miniature
someday one of you will be statute upon becoming the 19th Old
standing up here accepting Salt.
this award,” McCullough
said.
Since 1988, there have been 19 recipients of the “Old Salt” award.
PAST RECIPIENTS
Admiral Lee Baggett, Jr., USN
Rear Admiral Lawrence Layman, USN
Vice Admiral Albert J. Herberger, USN
Vice Admiral Joseph S. Donnell III, USN
Admiral David E. Jeremiah, USN
Vice Admiral David M. Bennett, USN
Vice Admiral Philip M. Quast, USN
Rear Admiral George F. A. Wagner, USN
Rear Admiral George A. Huchting, USN
Rear Admiral Dennis R. Conley, USN
Rear Admiral James B. Ferguson III, USN
Vice Admiral James F. Amerault, USN
Vice Admiral Rodney Rempt, USN
ADM Michael Mullen, USN
ADM John Harvey, USN
VADM John Terence Blake, USN
VADM Mike LeFever, USN
ADM Samuel Locklear, USN
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2015 SNA VADM Walters Scholarship Recipients
Olivia Angelino

Elizabeth Bellitto

Emma Brehany

Kristin Cox

Olivia graduated from Coronado High School, Coronado,
CA. She will be attending
the University of California,
Berkeley and plans on studying Molecular Biology.

Elizabeth graduated from
Mercer Island High School,
Mercer Island, WA. She
will be attending Fordham
University at Lincoln Center
where she plans on pursuing a Pre-Law degree.

Emma graduated from Fairfax High School, Fairfax, VA.
She will be attending Virginia
Tech where she plans on majoring in Neuroscience.

Kristin graduated from
Coronado High School,
Coronado, CA. She will be
attending the University of
California, Davis and plans
to major in English.

Olivia Fort

Danielle Domini

Olivia graduated from
Peninsula Catholic
High School, Newport
News, VA. She will be
attending Virginia Tech
where she plans on
majoring in Biological
Systems Engineering.

Danielle graduated from
Smithtown High School,
Smithtown, NY. She has
just completed her sophomore year at Wheaton College where she
plans to major in Applied
Health Science.

Whitney Francis

Whitney graduated from La Jolla
High School, La Jolla , CA. She will
be attending Stanford University
and plans to major in Chemical
Engineering.

Sarah Frost

Sarah graduated from
We ste r n B ra n c h H i g h
School, Chesapeake, VA.
She will be attending the
University of Virginia where
she is currently undecided,
but considering Business or
Pre-Law studies.

Eric Gimple

Sarah Hebert

Eric graduated from Stonington High School, Pawcatuck,
CT. He will be attending Georgia Military College (as part of
the US Coast Guard Academy’s
Scholars Program) where he
plans on studying Naval Architecture.

Sarah graduated from Paul
VI Catholic High School,
Fairfax, VA. She will be attending Virginia Tech where
she plans on studying Engineering.
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Meghan Holub

Robert Hostetler

Erin Kiernan

Matthew Kirkbride

Meghan graduated from
We st S p r i n g f i e l d H i g h
School, Springfield, VA. She
will be attending the University of Virginia where she
plans on studying Economics
and Global Studies.

Robert graduated from Steele
Canyon High School, Spring
Valley, CA. He will be attending Cal Poly where he plans
on majoring in Biomedical
Engineering.

Erin graduated from Mainland Regional High School,
Linwood, NJ. She will be
attending Fordham University where she plans
on majoring in Political
Science.

Bryan Moon

Elizabeth Oberley

Matthew Shinego

Elizabeth Trampenau

Bryan graduated from Tabb
High School, Yorktown, VA.
He will be attending Pennsylvania State University and
plans on majoring in Civil
Engineering.

Elizabeth graduated from
Salem High School, Virginia
Beach, VA. She will be attending Missouri University
of Science and Technology
where she plans on majoring in Environmental Engineering.

Matthew graduated from Stanton College Preparatory School,
Jacksonville, FL. He will be
attending the University of
Florida and plans on studying
Biomedical Engineering/Environmental Engineering.

Elizabeth graduated from
Granby High School, Norfolk, VA. She will be attending the College of William &
Mary where she plans on
studying Neuroscience.

Matthew graduated from
Carrituck County High, Barco, NC. He has just completed his freshman year at
Virginia Wesleyan College
where he plans to major in
Mathematics.

DEADLINE FOR SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS
ANNUALLY BY 1 MARCH
For more information and to download the application please visit the
website at www.navysna.org and look under the Awards Tab
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2015 SNA Stephen Decauter, Jr, NJROTC Awards
A total of 382 NJROTC Units requested awards in 2015 - 381 for Freshman/Sophomores and 379 for Juniors.
For more information please visit the awards section on our website at www.navysna.org.

Cadet Petty Officer Third Class Eleanor Wilde
Marysville H.S., Marysville, WA

C/PO3 Faith Halcomb
Russell County H.S.,
Russell Springs, KY

C/LTJG Tyler Rodriguez
Russell County H.S.,
Russell Springs, KY

Cadet Jack O’Shaughnessy
Notre Dame H.S., Utica, NY

Cadet Petty Officer Third Class Jazmine Mews
Shelton H.S., Shelton, WA
Cadet Petty
Officer Martha
Izaguirre
West Carteret
H.S.
Morehead
City, NC

Cadet Petty Officer Second Class Corbin Craig
Shelton H.S., Shelton, WA
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Cadet Chief Petty Officer Alesa Price
West Carteret H.S., Morehead City, NC

C/LT Barrington Lewis
West H.S., Bakersfield, CA

C/SN Matthew Fuentes
West H.S., Bakersfield, CA

Cadet Logan Dean
West Lincoln H.S., Lincolnton, NC

Cadet Cordell Burton
West Lincoln H.S., Lincolnton, NC

C/Ensign Phillip Buchanan
West Feliciana H.S., St Francisville, LA

Cadet PO2 Jalicia Hunter & Cadet
Ensign Anthony Kim
WP Davidson H.S., Mobile, AL

C/P03 Palmer Lamartiniere
West Feliciana H.S., St Francisville, LA
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Thank you to ALL our corporate members
including the following companies . . .
ADI is a Washington, D.C. - based consulting firm specializing in government
affairs and business development, with
over 20 years of experience in the Defense and Homeland Security markets.
Our expertise includes naval, maritime,
shipbuilding and aviation issues. Our
staff include a broad array of technical
and political experts with critical knowledge of the key issues including former
senior government officials, retired military officers—including
former Navy and Marine Corps officers—and congressional staff
members.

For nearly 50 years, Aydin Displays has been a leading provider of
display manufacturing technology for military, industrial and marine applications. We work closely with our customers to develop
products with the customized features they need for their unique
requirements. In all projects, Aydin ensures that the end product
is of the highest quality and ready to perform in the harshest
environments.

Austal is the proud prime contractor for two U.S. Navy programs. In 2010 Austal was
awarded a 10-ship, $3.5 billion block buy contract for the
127-meter, all aluminum, trimaran hullform Independence-variant littoral combat ship (LCS).
Seven of these ships are under currently construction at Austal’s
164-acre Mobile, Alabama shipyard. Jackson (LCS 6) is scheduled
for delivery at the end of July.
Austal has also been contracted to build ten, 103-meter Joint High
Speed Vessels (JHSV) under a $1.6 billion block buy contract. Five
of the ten have already been delivered. USNS Brunswick (JHSV 6)
is preparing for Builder’s Sea Trials and will be delivered to the
Navy later this year.
Austal’s JHSVs have enjoyed tremendous success in the fleet during
the last several years. JHSV 1 and JHSV 3 are currently performing
humanitarian missions in Central America and the western Pacific
respectively. LCS 2 and LCS 4 have also participated in several major
international naval exercises since their introduction to the fleet.

Cobham is a world leader in providing critical solutions in an innovative range of technologies and services to solve the most challenging problems across commercial, defense and security markets.
From deep space to the depths of the ocean, Cobham is able to
provide a significant technology differential to the warfighter by
moving data through off-the-shelf and customized products including RF, microwave, and high reliability microelectronics, antenna
subsystems and motion control solutions.
Life Cycle Engineering (LCE) provides consulting, engineering,
cybersecurity, applied technology and education solutions that
deliver lasting results for private industry, the Department of
Defense and other government organizations. LCE supports the
U.S. Navy with engineering, technical support, integrated logistics
and program and financial management services. We also provide
waterfront support services to maintain and improve shipboard
and shore systems for a high level of equipment availability and
operational readiness. The quality, expertise and dedication of
our employees enable Life Cycle Engineering to serve as a trusted
resource that helps people and organizations achieve their full
potential. Founded in 1976, LCE is headquartered in Charleston,
South Carolina with offices across North America and experience
around the globe. To learn more, visit www.LCE.com.

In the past few years, Cobham has collaborated with several major
business partners and the Navy providing innovative solutions that
support the requirements for several key Surface Warfare programs. These programs include: RF panels for the Surface Electronic
Warfare Improvement Program (SEWIP); digital receiver exciter for
the Air and Missile Defense Radar (AMDR) subsystems for the future
Aegis destroyer platform; foremost RF components for the entire
Standard Missile Program; and the AEGIS radar system providing
waveguides and cabling.
More information is available at www.cobham.com.
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The Potomac Advocates has been in business for over 20 years assisting companies doing business with the federal government. We
have a well documented track record of success in enabling company growth. Our legislative experience and government contacts
enable intelligent professional discussion of innovative solutions.
We are long-time members and avid supporters of Surface Navy
Association scholarship fund and activities.

SSS manufactures automatic-engaging, gear-tooth-type, overrunning clutches used by 44+ navies worldwide in the main propulsion of gas turbine, diesel and electric motor driven cruisers,
destroyers, frigates, patrol boats, LCAC’s, and high-speed ferries.
SSS Clutches are used for gas turbine generator starters, steam
turbine turning gears and the SSS-Tosi Reversing System for
fixed-pitch-propeller ships like the US Navy AOE-6 Class. Many
SSS Clutches are supplied for exhaust turbine energy recovery
systems on diesel driven commercial ships worldwide.

Textron Systems’ businesses bring ingenuity, design and production
excellence, and valued support services to a roster of maritime defense and security solutions trusted by customers around the world.
The Aerosonde® Small Unmanned Aircraft System has amassed
more than 100,000 flight hours with high operational tempos under an end-to-end, fee-for-service business model. The Common
Unmanned Surface Vehicle, or CUSV™, provides flexible capabilities
for mine countermeasures and other mission sets. Production
is underway on the next-generation Landing Craft, Air Cushion
(LCAC), under the Ship-to-Shore Connector program. These craft
will provide a modernized means for conducting amphibious operations, including humanitarian missions, for the next 30 years. And
an expanding lineup of proven area attack and precision weapons
systems offer delivery flexibility from vessels and aircraft systems.

Thales Defense & Security, Inc., the U.S.-based Proxy of global
technology leader Thales, supports U.S. Defense and Security customers with naval, land, and aviation capabilities. The company
serves the naval communities with state-of-the art technologies,
including combat management systems (CMS), radars, electronic
warfare, sonars, shipboard communications, and tactical communications. A leading naval systems integrator globally, Thales today
delivers CMS, helicopter dipping sonar, advanced helicopter helmet
displays, and HF communications technologies for U.S. and Allied
forces in the following U.S. Navy programs: Littoral Combat Ship
(LCS-2 Class), ALFS Dipping Sonar System, HF Distribution Amplifier
Group (HFDAG), Egyptian Navy Fast Missile Craft (FMS), and Royal
Australian Navy LHD (FMS).

Facebook
Join us today for all the
latest news

www.facebook.com/
navysna
Wärtsilä Defense Inc. (hereafter WDI) is a U.S. subsidiary of Wärtsilä, a global Marine & Power Plant engineering firm specializing in engines, shipboard propulsion systems and shore based power plants with over
$6B in annual revenue and 18,000 employees staffing 170 locations in 70 countries around the world. WDI
is headquartered in Chesapeake, VA and has an excellent reputation with the U.S. Government, serving
the surface and submarine fleets of the US Navy, Coast Guard, Military Sealift Command and Army with
water jets, thrusters, seals, bearings, and propeller repair. WDI has the leading propeller repair facilities
in the world with 3 locations in Chesapeake, Virginia, Poulsbo, Washington, and San Diego, California:
• Certified to ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 and to OHSAS 18001:2007
• ABS, Lloyds Register and NAVSEA weld qualifications
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Current SNA Corporate Members
901D, LLC

Esterline Federal

Parsons

Advanced Acoustic Concepts, LLC

Fairbanks Morse Engine

Raytheon Company

AECOM

Fincantieri Marine Group

RCT Systems, Inc

Aerojet Rocketdyne

FLIR Systems

Rolls-Royce North America Inc

AeroVironment, Inc

GE Marine

Airbus Group

General Atomics

Saab Defense and
Security USA LLC

ALION Science and Technology

General Dynamics
Bath Iron Works

Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation

American Defense
International, Inc
American Systems
AMS Group
AMSC
Atlas North America

SAIC

General Dynamics
Mission Systems

SimVentions, Inc

General Dynamics NASSCO

SSS Clutch Company, Inc

Gibbs & Cox, Inc
Gryphon Technologies, LC

Sonalysts, Inc
Strategic Insight, Ltd

Harris Electronics (Exelis)

Systems Planning and
Analysis, Inc

HiPK, LLC

TASC

Huntington Ingalls Industries (HII)

Technology Service Corporation

BAE Systems Maritime Systems

Innovative Defense Technologies

Terma North America Inc

Basic Commerce and
Industries, Inc

Juliet Marine Systems, Inc

Textron Marine and Land Systems

Kelvin Hughes LLC

Textron Systems

BecTech

Kongsberg Defence Systems

Thales Defense & Security, Inc

Bollinger Shipyards Inc

L-3 Communications

The Boeing Company

Booz Allen Hamilton

Life Cycle Engineering

The Potomac Advocates

Bramer Group

Lockheed Martin Corporation

Transformation Systems, Inc.

CACI International, Inc

McKean Defense Group, LLC

Transhield, Inc

Camber Corporation

Mikros Systems Corporation

Ultra Electronics

Capitol Integration

Northrop Grumman
Aerospace Systems

USAA

Austal
Aydin Displays, Inc
BAE Platforms and Services

CGI Federal
Cobham
Comark Corporation
Cubic
Delta Resources, Inc
DRS Technologies, Inc
Energy Focus Inc
Engility Corporation

Northrop Grumman
Information Systems
Northrop Grumman
Marine Systems
Northrop Grumman
Maritime Systems
Northrop Grumman
Undersea Systems

UTC Aerospace Systems
VSE Corporation
Wartsila Defense, Inc
Whitney, Bradley & Brown, Inc
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CHAPTER NEWS
CHARLESTON
President: CDR J. Michael Cole, USN
As the temperature rises here in Charleston, the SNA Charleston’s
community involvement and productivity heats up!
On April 16th, SNA Charleston hosted its second quarter luncheon
at the Red Bank Club. The guest speaker for the event was CAPT
Stephen Wise, USNR (Ret.). CAPT Wise spoke about the history of
the Hunley, the Hunley museum, and the ongoing research being conducted to restore and maintain its present structure. The
Hunley is a huge part of Charleston Naval history and the information provided was very insightful. CAPT Steve Bristow, USN (Ret.)
is on tap for our Summer Luncheon and is going to speak on the
Leader’s Compass.

CONSTITUTION
President: CAPT Bill Mauser, USN (Ret)
Each year the USS
CONSTITUTION
Chapter presents its
Academic and Leadership Excellence
Award to deserving
ROTC midshipmen
from Massachusetts
area universities
who chose Surface
Warfare as their career path. Included
is a free three-year
membership in the
Surface Navy Ass o c i a t i o n . T h e re
were three awards
in 2015, presented
by CAPT Bill Mauser,
Chapter President
and by CAPT Mike
Hennessey, Chapter
BOD Member.
MIT
CAPT Bill Mauser, SNA Constitution Chapter
MIDN 1/C Joanna K.
President, presents award to MIDN 1/C
Chen USNR of WichJoanna K. Chen from MIT.
ita, KS graduated as

The 3rd annual Surface Navy Association’s Golf Tournament took
place on May 2nd at the Wescott Plantation Golf Club in Charleston,
SC. Foursomes were made up of active duty Navy, retired Navy, DoN
civilians, family and friends. All joined together in great numbers
to show support and celebrate the organization. SNA Charleston
almost doubled our $5,000 goal by raising just under $10,000 with
support from our sponsors. Because of the great efforts of the SNA
Charleston Team, our sponsors and golfers, we were able to make
generous donations to Quilts of Valor and Canines for Veterans.
Additional proceeds will also go towards the establishment of
the SNA Charleston Military Dependents Scholarship Fund. This
scholarship will be awarded to a local high school student seeking
to further their education.

a Materials Science and
Engineering major at MIT.
She will further her studies at Naval Nuclear Power
School as a SWO(N) after
her two-year tour in USS
PAUL HAMILTON (DDG-60),
Pearl Harbor, HI.
Boston College
MIDN 1/C Hannah
G.Constantakis USNR of
Northville, MI graduated
as an International Relations major at Boston College. She maintained a 3.4
cumulative GPA and held
the position of company
executive officer during the
fall semester. She selected
USS SAN DIEGO (LPD 22) as
her first command, which is CAPT Mike Hennessey presents award to
homeported in San Diego, MIDN 1/C Hannah G.Constantakis from
CA.
Boston College.
Massachusetts Maritime
Academy
This is the first ever SNA award presented to MMA. Selected
was MIDN 1/C John M. Albani, USNR of Dedham, MA. He was
MMA’s top performing MIDN in the Battalion and was the only one
selected for an active duty commission. His first duty assignment
is USS ANCHORAGE (LPD-23), San Diego California.
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CAPT Bill Mauser, SNA Constitution Chapter President,
presents award to MIDN 1/C John M. Albani from
Massachusetts Maritime Academy.

USS Constitution Chapter BOD members aboard L’Hermione - CAPT Bill
Mauser, RADM Ray Couture, CAPT George Ripsom, LCDR Ned Culver.
CAPT Bill Mauser
presents SNA
commemorative
plaque to French
Navy CAPT Yann
Caroiu, CO of
L’Hermione.

USS CONSTITUTION Chapter welcomes French Frigate L’Hermione
to Boston - “Bienvenue!”
Chapter President CAPT Bill Mauser joined a list of dignitaries to
welcome French Navy CAPT Yann Cariou and the Frigate L’Hermione
to Boston in a spectacular ceremony on 11 July.
Speakers included former Supreme Allied Commander Europe
ADM James Stavridis USN, Boston Mayor Marty Walsh, the French
Consul, and Mayor of Rochefort, L’Hermione’s home port.
The original frigate L’Hermione carried the Marquis de Lafayette
to Boston in April 1780 bearing a message of French support for
the American Revolution. She received a thunderous welcome
from Boston, and her namesake is cruising east coast ports in
2015 to commemorate the event. Over 17 years, the French have
built a meticulously accurate replica based on original plans and
using identical materials and construction techniques. She was
launched in 2014.
On behalf of the Surface Navy Association, CAPT Mauser presented
the SNA Chapter’s commemorative plaque to the ship’s skipper, and
wished L’Hermione’s officers and crew “Fair Winds and Following
Seas” for the rest of
their 2015 cruise and
in years ahead.
L’Hermione
Under Sail

“Bon Voyage!”

SNA Media Site
SNA hosts an active media site on
www.Youtube.com

The channel is

NavySNAmedia
Subscribe to this site to receive
notifications when updated
material is posted.

Archive material also available
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GREATER WASHINGTON
President: CAPT Dave McFarland, USN
The Greater Washington Chapter enjoyed a great spring and has
had a busy summer thus far.
The GWC hosted a
luncheon at the Hyatt Regency in Crystal City on March
26 th . The guest
speaker was Ms. Michele Flournoy, Former Under Secretary
of Defense for Policy.
The chapter also
hosted a luncheon
at the Hyatt Regency in Crystal City on
April 30th. The guest
speaker was Mr. Jim McCarthy, Assistant Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations for Integration of Capabilities and Resources (N8B).
Mr. McCarthy spoke about the current and future budget situation
facing the Department of the Navy.

On June 25th, the Greater Washington Chapter attended the Nationals game versus the Atlanta Braves. For those that could escape
work early, it was a wonderful day as the Nats went on to win 7-0
and expand their lead atop the National League East.
The Chapter is looking forward to several exciting upcoming events.
On August 25th, we will co-host a lunch with the Mine Warfare Association with the Chief of Naval Operations as the guest speaker.
Additionally, our professional development lunch series will kick off
this fall with some exciting new speakers, including the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy for Research, Development, and Acquisition
– Mr. Sean Stackley

We had our Spring Golf Tournament on May 13th at the Fort
Belvoir Woodlawn Golf Course. The weather was fantastic and
more than 80 golfers were anxious to hit the course after a tough
Washington Winter. Congrats to Dan Brintzinghoffer, Kyle Colton
and Eric Hundley for winning the tournament. Thank you to all our
golfers and sponsors. We look forward to seeing you at our Fall golf
tournament in September!

MAYPORT
President: CAPT Paul Young, USN
Greetings from Mayport! Commodore Paul Young, Commander
of LCSRON TWO, has taken over as President. As a chapter, we
would like to thank Captain Ryan Tillotson and LT Kellye Quirk for
their outstanding job!
The Mayport Chapter hosted a SNA Junior Officer Leadership Panel
discussion on April 22nd. Our panel members were Junior Officers
from the Mayport waterfront. Our moderators were Rick Hoffman, Gordon Holder, and George Huchting. The audience sent
in questions for the panel to discuss via text message. The panel
discussed leadership challenges and the Chief Petty Officer’s role
in training and developing junior officers.
Our next event will be held on July 31st with Habitat for Humanity
Jacksonville. The Mayport SNA Chapter will also be co-hosting

the Navy Safe Harbor Foundation’s 2nd Annual Golf Tournament
on August 7th. We look forward to seeing you!
If you have any ideas for events you would like to see held in the
future or if you would like to get more involved in the Mayport
SNA Chapter, please contact LT Katarina Denton at katarina.denton@navy.mil. We’ve established a Mayport SNA Facebook page
so please visit our page (see link below), like it, and share it with
your friends!
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/MayportSNA?fref=ts
If you are interested in joining the Mayport SNA Chapter or would
like to update your contact information, please visit the SNA website at http://www.navysna.org/SNA/membership.htm.
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HAMPTON ROADS
President: CAPT Doug Nashold, USN
What a great spring it
has been for the Hampton Roads SNA chapter!!! Among all else,
through our support to
RADM Gumataotao’s
BDOC student mentoring/ “pizza” sessions we
are spreading the SNA
word and cultivating our
next generation of Surface Warfare leadership.

For the coming months, we
will be rolling out some exciting events. Our Marina social
will be held in August, so
stand by for further details on
that. Some of our members
are also coordinating our
own ATHENA East innovation
competition out in town. This
competition is modeled on
the ATHENA project started
by the USS BENFOLD (https://
athenanavy.wordpress.com/
about/). That will likely happen in September - more
details will be forthcoming.

Of particular note, we
were able to welcome
RADM Gumataotao to
our luncheon. It was a
particularly opportune
time for his talk, as he
Also, stand by for some excitwas able to reflect on SNA National presented Hampton Road area scholarship recipients with their first
ing new speakers. In the comhis two year tenure as our year check. Pictured (Front Row/Left to Right): Elizabeth Oberley, Sarah Frost,
ing months, we’ll be hearing
Surface Forces Atlantic and Bryan Moon.
from the CNO’s Rapid Innova“Sea Daddy” and the great
tion Cell, the scientists behind
things our ships’ crews
ONR’s surface drone-swarm
have accomplished. For those who may not have heard RADM Gu- test, as well as a potential visit from LCDR BJ Armstrong with his
mataotao will turn over the leadership of our Atlantic Surface Force acclaimed lectures on ADM Sims, innovation, and naval leadership.
to RADM(sel) Chris Grady July 24th aboard USS WISCONSIN. It was
an honor to host him - his energy and joy as a surface warrior has And, of course, here’s hoping you can get out into the good weather
been an inspiration to the waterfront; his leadership will be missed. with your families and friends. As long as we keep the lighter fluid
to a minimum during our BBQ’s and don’t try too many “cool new
We also had the pleasure of hosting both Fleet Master Chief Clarke tricks” - we should live long enough to avoid deep-frying a frozen
and Force Master Chief, (and future Pacific Fleet Master Chief) “Suz” turkey in the fall. Sail safe and have fun.
Whitman. They also engaged us on the incredible level of activity on
the waterfront, and the hard work being done by our Sailors. FORCE
Whitman will head out to PACFLT before the end of the summer.
Another indication that our Chapter is on the rise was during our
Spring Golf Tournament at Sewell’s Point. For the third straight time
we saw an increase in the number of teams entered. It was a clear
“razor sharp horizon” day and all had a blast.

For more information on events at all
chapters please visit our website at

WWW.NAVYSNA.ORG
and Click on the

Chapter Information Tab
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MONTEREY
President: LT Zach Martens, USN
Greetings from Monterey, California! Lieutenant Zach Martens has
assumed the duties as Chapter President from Lieutenant James
Hough. We thank James for his efforts with the Monterey Chapter
throughout his time at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) and
wish him the best in his future endeavors.
This past month, the spring quarter at NPS concluded and a number
of SWO’s graduated are headed back to the fleet to fill a variety of
roles and responsibilities. A majority of these recent graduates are
headed to Newport to train as future Department Heads. Best of
luck to those headed back to sea - Fair Winds and Following Seas!
One major highlight this past quarter was the enhanced engagement between the NPS community and Vice Admiral Rowden and
his staff at CNSP/CNSF. Vice Admiral Rowden has visited campus
a handful of times, providing substantial insight into the current
operations in the Surface Warfare community and elaborating on
the ever-developing concept of Distributed Lethality. Furthermore,
through the LCS Innovation workshop held on campus in April, extensive collaboration was conducted across-campus for feedback
and insight into a variety of top priority items from CNSP/CNSF. This
workshop sought to provide Vice Admiral Rowden with a variety
of concepts for future exploration.
As we begin the summer quarter, the Monterey Chapter is excited
about the upcoming opportunities for further engagement of the
Surface Community across the Peninsula and participation in the
SNA West Coast Symposium. For both current and new chapter
members looking to get involved and stay involved, please feel free
to contact LT Zach Martens at zbmarten@nps.edu.
Naval Postgraduate School Surface Navy Association Graduation
Award – June 2015 - LT Elizabeth Newbold, USN is the recipient
of the Surface Navy Association Award for Academic Excellence in
Surface Warfare for June 2015.
Her thesis work is titled “Analysis of Manning Options for
Visit, Board, Search and Seizure
Teams.” The abstract reads: “This
research explores the viability of qualifying and manning
Visit, Board, Search, and Seizure (VBSS) teams with Marine
infantrymen from the Marine
Expeditionary Unit (MEU) that
are deployed with amphibious
readiness groups. The VBSS element is an area that needs to be
certified for surface combatants
before deployment, and is required according to the Required

Operational Capabilities, Projected Operational Environment, but it
consumes time, material, and personnel from multi-mission naval
ships. The sailors who execute VBSS do so as collateral duty, and
the missions are considered evolutions (temporarily manned watch
stations). This results in VBSS teams that are insufficiently trained
and not performing the mission as described in the Navy Tactics,
Techniques and Procedures 3–07–11M Maritime Interception Operations (MIO). The author used an analytical approach that the
Combined Maritime Forces could use to assign Marine VBSS teams
to ships tasked with MIO. The findings of this research recommend
the elimination of sailors in the execution of Required Operational
Capabilities element Missions of State 4.4 (VBSS mission). It is
further recommended to use MEU Marines to execute the VBSS
mission onboard surface combatants.
Lieutenant Newbold is a Surface Warfare Officer studying Manpower Systems Analysis. She has earned a Master of Science in
Management. After graduation, LT Newbold will be reporting to
Surface Warfare Officers Department Head School in Newport,
Rhode Island and subsequently to USS Shoup (DDG-86) as Weapons Officer.
Surface Navy Association Hosts NPS Littoral Operations Center
Opening Reception - The Littoral Operations Center at Naval Postgraduate School hosted a Wargame Planning Session and Surface
Warfare-Littoral Combat Innovation Workshop April 23-24.
Deputy Commander, Naval Surface Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet, Rear
Admiral Chris Paul was the senior representative for the Surface
Navy. The workshop included faculty led student working groups
in a number of areas to include: Implementing New Technologies
and Materials for the LCS and LCS-next; Optimizing the Surface
Warfare Officer Career Path; and Deploying Special Forces aboard
LCS and LCS-next.
To kick off the workshop, the Surface Navy Association hosted an
opening reception in the Tower Room in Herrmann Hall at Naval
Postgraduate School on Wednesday, 22 April. NPS President, Vice
Admiral (Ret) Ron Route welcomed the participants on behalf of
NPS and the Surface Navy Association.

NPS President Ron Route and conference participants at the SNA hosted reception in the Tower Room.
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NEWPORT
President: CAPT Dave Welch, USN
The Newport Chapter is proud to report another quarter of Surface
excellence! Summer is finally here in Newport although it seemed
like it would never come. To say farewell to the blustery winter, the
Newport Chapter held a new exciting event in early spring. Eight
teams comprised of military and civilian players from the Newport
community took to the lanes for a competitive round of bowling.
The Chapter held the fundraiser to raise money for our favorite
charities, which was a great success thanks to local community
sponsors and the generous participation of our
members and friends.

join-ups allow active duty and retired personnel and their families,
defense industry members, and the local citizens to socialize and
develop relationships. Our chapter join-ups continue to be the
highlight of the events calendar. We are already planning our next
event for August 2015!
On May 30th the Chapter hosted our semi-annual “5K Race by the
Bay” on Naval Station Newport. Significant road work around the
base caused a decertification of our USATF course, but it did not diminish the participation and camaraderie of our membership. Sixty
five runners took to the course for the fun run and to raise awareness for the Wounded Warrior Project and other local charities.

In May, our Chapter hosted many of our warfare
community’s senior leaders during the Board
of Visitors review at Surface Warfare Officer
School. After spending the week revising and
updating Seamanship and Navigation curriculum, the distinguished visitors came together
with the Surface Warfare community of Newport in a social setting on the banks of Narragansett Bay. The occasion was attended by 135
guests representing the Surface Warfare Officers
School Department Head Classes, Prospective
Major/Surface Commander’s Class, and ADOC
Class, as well as the Naval War College, Naval
Leadership and Ethics Center (NLEC), and local
business and retired Navy personnel. These

CDR Chris Senenko (C), Chapter V.P,
congratulates the first and second place
winners of our 1st annual Charity Bowling
Tournament at Naval Station Newport.

Students of Department Head Class 231 enjoy the sunset view over Narragansett Bay from the
Newport Officer’s Club at the Newport Chapter’s latest SNA Join Up.

As we look forward to the summer
months, I’d like to take a moment to
recognize the member chiefly responsible for direction of the chapter over
the past year: a hearty “BZ” to former
SNA Vice President CDR Chris Senenko
for all of his hard work supporting SNA
throughout 2014-2015. We appreciate
his time and effort in leading our Chapter and keeping it strong. Welcome
aboard to CDR Monika Stoker, who
assumes the Vice President role. We
are all looking forward to even bigger
and better things in 2015!!
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SAN DIEGO
President: CAPT Mark Johnson, USN
Jimenez in helping guide these motivated
Sailors through the selection process.
We’re getting great feedback and we look
forward to continuing these talks in the Fall!
Our support for the Surface Warfare Basic
Division Officer’s Course and Midshipmen
Summer Cruise Training continues. With
the tremendous support of the SWO Boss,
we hosted a BDOC Social in May for BDOC
Class 15040 at VADM Rowden’s residence.
These socials are invaluable to introduce
the students to waterfront leadership and
to provide mentorship opportunities for our
future Surface Warriors. In May, we kicked
off 12 weeks of picnics for Midshipman
attending Surface Warfare Week during
CORTRAMID/PROTRAMID. Again, hosted
at VADM Rowden’s residence, the picnics
bring together waterfront leadership, juSNA Special Events Chair LT Briana Wildemann mans a Surface Navy Association information
nior officers, and CNSP staff for fellowship
booth at a rally for the Coalition of Sailors Against Destructive Decisions (CSADD) that the San
with the Midshipmen. The Midshipman
Diego Chapter SNA co-sponsored.
compete in various surface warfare related
Hello from San Diego! We hope that you are having a wonderful
events throughout the week with the winsummer wherever you are across the Globe!
ning team getting T-Shirts with the SNA and CNSP logos, an outline
for a future Surface Warfare Pin, and an ever true statement that
The Chapter continues to fire on all on cylinders with a busy quarter. “Real Officers Wear Black Shoes.” After a week spent within the
We’ve started a new lecture series where we ask Senior Leaders Surface Community, the picnic caps a memorable finish before they
from the San Diego waterfront to brief our members on topics must go on to the next warfare area.
relevant to the Surface Navy. The first in the series was led by the
CNSF Force Master Chief Jason Wallis
in April. Force Master Chief Wallis’
provide vision from his seat at CNSP
as he talked directly with sailors at the
Naval Station San Diego Theater. Our
second lecture event was a CWO/LDO
Presentation and Roundtable in June to
provide insight into the CWO/LDO application process. Six senior CWO/LDO
leaders spent a couple hours with over
100 Sailors from the Waterfront to discuss the program, the Selection Board
process, and personal experiences as a
LDO/CWO. A special thanks goes out to
CDR Tracy Hines, CDR Jackie Schweitzer,
LCDR Kevin Bacon, CWO4 Thomas Barr,
CWO3 Jose Almanza, and NCCS Judith
VADM Rowden welcomes the BDOC
students from Class 15040 to a SNA
Sponsored mentoring social at his
quarters on Coronado Island.
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Over 100 Sailors listen intently during a San Diego SNA Chapter CWO/LDO Waterfront Roundtable in the Blue and Gold Room at
the Naval Base San Diego Waterfront Recreation Center.
On June 4th, the San Diego chapter co-hosted the Quarterly Warrior Join Up with USS LAKE CHAMPLAIN (CG 57) and CNSP. There
were over 100 people in attendance at the Fox Sports Grill in the
Bayview Hilton Hotel. It was a great event with many active and
retired Surface Warriors in attendance. A special thanks goes to
CAPT Tim Steadman and the Crew of USS LAKE CHAMPLAIN for
putting on such a great night!
At the time of writing this SITREP input, we are in the final stages
of SNA West Coast Symposium and the RDML Prout Golf Tournament on July 16th and 17th respectively. We’ll provide more details
in our next Chapter input. We hope you had an opportunity to
come participate in both events!

many hours devoted to the Surface Navy Association and his efforts
will be greatly missed.
Please take some time to visit our San Diego Surface Navy Association Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/SanDiegoSNA.
In addition to waterfront flyers and emails, we’ll provide updates
on our page. Furthermore, if you’ve recently transferred into the
San Diego area, please take a moment to update your membership
info at www.navysna.org so our chapter membership list remains
current. If you are interested in becoming a committee chair or
joining the local Board of Directors in some capacity, please email
the Chapter President, CAPT Mark Johnson at MarkJohnsonSNA@
outlook.com.

Finally, we bid a special thanks and farewell to CDR Jason Patterson who has served as the Chapter’s Vice President for over three
years. Jason is headed to command PCU RALPH JOHNSON (DDG
114) currently under construction in Pascagoula, MS. Jason spent

Check out all the special deals for SNA Members at Club Quarters.
Information on the program is available at the
Members Only Section of our website www.navysna.org
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SNA Staff Contact Info
•

Have a suggestion or article
for Surface SITREP?

•

Want to Renew your
Membership or refer
someone to join?

•

Just have a Question?

www.navysna.org
navysna@aol.com
703-960-6800
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SNA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
There are two ways to become a SNA member. Either go online to
http://www.navysna.org/SNA/membership.htm and complete form or
complete the following form and mail to address below.
Name									Date
Mailing Address
City					

State				

(H) Phone				

(W) Phone			

Duty Station or Employer:				

 Active Duty

Date of Birth:

Position/Billet:

Email:							
Status:

Zip Code

 Reserve on Active Duty

Alt Email:

 Retired

 Civilian

How do you want to receive the SNA quarterly newsletter (SNA SITREP)?

Rank:

Desig.

 Email USPS Mail

 Opt Out of Mailing

Sponsor (if applicable):
Active Duty/Reserve on Active Duty

Life Membership Dues (Payment plans are available)

Annual

Three Year

O-7 & Senior
O-6
O-4/O-5
CWO/O-1, O-2, O-3
Midshipmen

 $30.00
 $25.00
 $20.00
 $15.00







$75.00
$62.50
$50.00
$37.50
$15.00

E-7/E-9
E-6 & Below
Retired
Civilians

 $15.00
 $10.00
 $25.00
 $25.00






$37.50
$25.00
$62.50
$62.50

 Active Duty or Reserve on Active Duty to age 50  $350.00
 Active Duty or Reserve on Active Duty after age 50 $250.00
Retired or Civilian		
 Under Age 40 - $450.00
			 Age 41-50 - $350.00
		
 Age 51-60 - $250.00
		
 Over Age 60 - $150.00

 Yes, I would like to make a donation to the SNA VADM Robert Walters Scholarship Fund.
 Check

 MasterCard 		

 Visa 		

 AMEX

Amount$:

TOTAL Payment:

Credit Card Number : __________________________________________ Exp Date: ______________
Name as shown on credit card (please print): _______________________________________________________________________

Chapter Affiliation:
 Annapolis
 Arabian Gulf
 Bath, Maine
 Charleston
 Dahlgren
 Gaeta/Naples
 Great Lakes
 Greater New York










Greater Washington
Hampton Roads
Korea
Mayport/Jacksonville
Mid-South (Millington TN)
Monterey
New London
Newport










Pascagoula
Pearl Harbor
Pensacola
Puget Sound
Philadelphia
Rocky Mountain
San Diego
Sasebo






Tampa Bay
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What’s in it for Me

The Surface Navy Association provides...
• The chance to unwind and enjoy the camaraderie of a lunch, dining out, or a social with
friends who share the common bond of Surface Warfare.
• An opportunity to be a part of a professional organization made up of men and women
of all ranks and rates in the Surface community.
• An opportunity to meet people concerned about the future of the Surface Navy.
• An opportunity to network with people who are dedicated to helping you develop as a
Surface Warrior.
• Opportunities to meet and hear from the active leaders of the Surface Navy in a relaxed,
informal setting.
• Mentoring for Surface Warriors both enlisted and officers.
• Opportunity and information covering both military and civilian career paths.
• Informative speakers and professional forums designed to promote professional
development and enhance the Surface Navy.
• Invaluable career advice, that may not normally be available in the traditional
chain-of-command.
• Scholarship opportunities for dependants
• Informative newsletter and web page.
• An avenue to inform others about the role of the Surface Navy in the Nation’s Defense.

